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ABSTRACT

The accumulation by animals and plants of sublethal
levels of biologically stable

(nonbiodegradable) chemicals

presents the possibility of long term detrimental effects
to these organisms.

These investigations deal with a

number of these chemicals

(including the pesticides DDT,

dieldrin, aldrin, endrin, Mirex, and K e p o n e ) , and their
effects on lactic acid dehydrogenase
crystalline from rabbit muscle;

(LDH)

(EC 1.1.1.27;

the M^ isozyme).

The re 

duction of pyruvate to lactate in the presence of NADH and
enzyme was followed by spectrophotometrically observing
the loss of absorbance of NADH at 340 nm.

The effect of

these compounds on the initial velocity of reaction was
determined by adding pesticide or other chemical to the
reaction mixture and observing the decrease in velocity.
DDT, dieldrin, Mirex, and other structurally related
pesticides with respect to both pyruvate and NADH
competitively inhibited LDH wi t h apparent inhibition co n 
stants of 0.01-0.05 mM.
The time-dependent association of NADH and pesticides
was shown by incubating NADH-pesticide mixtures; the age
of the mixtures corresponds to the degree of inhibition —
i.e., the longer NADH and pesticide are in solution to 
gether, the greater is the inhibition of enzyme activity.
This indicates that a time-dependent association occurs
xi

between NADH and pesticide which decreases NADH ava i l 
ability for enzymatic reaction.
The ultraviolet spectra of NAD, NADH, adenine, and
nicotinamide in the presence of DDT, dieldrin, or Mirex
were determined from 400-220 nm, in order to see if any
detectable nucleotide-pesticide complexes are formed.

The

absorbance of adenine-pesticide and nicotinamide pesticide
mixtures was strictly additive, indicating no complex
formation.

However,

in the case of the NAD-pesticide and

NADH-pesticide mixtures, absorbance was quenched by DDT
and enhanced by Mirex and dieldrin,

indicating some weak

association of dinucleotide and pesticide.
In an effort to correlate these in vitro inhibitory
effects to the in vivo state, germinating soybeans

(whose

LDH is very similar to that from muscle) were exposed to
14

C-DDT and

14

C-dieldrxn.

Pesticide uptake by and the

effect on LDH from the germinating soybeans were det e r 
mined.

After centrifugation fractionation no uptake was

observed in the soluble protein fraction where LDH is
found, and there was no decrease in the activity of LDH
from that fraction (mmoles NADH consumed/minute/mg protein).
However, a decrease in concentration of soluble protein
occurred proportional to the increase in pesticide exposure
level, indicating an effect at the level of enzyme produc
tion.
xii

From the above studies, a mechanism for the inhibition
of LDH by polychlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides is pro
posed;

this mechanism includes

and pesticide, and

(1) the association of NADH

(2) binding of pesticide within the

adenosine-binding pocket of LDH

(due to their hydrophobic

character and structural similarity to other competitive
inhibitors

of dehydrogenases).

This mechanism is con

sistent with the inhibition patterns obtained from our
kinetic studies, the results from our studies of timedependent association of NADH and pesticide, and the
postulation that DDT binds at the adenosine-binding pocket
of dehydrogenases.

This theory is expanded to include not

only the inhibition of LDH by polychlorinated pesticides,
but also the inhibition of other NAD-linked dehydro
genases and other enzymes which utilize adenosine-con
taining coenzymes
ADP).

(FAD(H 2 ), N A D P ( H 2 ), coenzyme A, ATP,

A scheme for the actual in vivo mechanism by which

polychlorinated hydrocarbons exert their lethal neurophysiological effects is proposed;

this mechanism includes

the disruption of nerve membrane-bound ATPases

(which

maintain intracellular/extracellular ion ratios) by pesti
cide binding at the adenosine-binding pocket of the ATPase.
In view of these results, the implications of the accumula
tion of biologically stable pesticides is discussed, both
from the standpoint of chronic effects of sublethal
accumulations and acute neurotoxic effects of lethal dosages.
xiii

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of today's major topics in environmental studies
is concern over the widespread usage of persistent or nonbiodegradable chemicals such as chlorinated hydrocarbon
pesticides, and industrial by-products or wastes
esters, polychlorinated biphenyls).

(phthalate

The most common and

widely distributed of these chemicals are listed in Table
1.1.

There are a number of reasons for this concern:
(1)

These compounds have been shown to have many b i o 

logical effects besides the intended neurotoxic effect on
target organisms, including significant and reproducible
harmful effects when present in other species at levels
below those usually considered lethal;
(2)

The general lyophilic character and resultant

capacity of these chemicals to accumulate in plants and
animals and be biologically concentrated in vivo over
surrounding environmental levels;
(3)

The evidence for mutagenic potential in not only

their target organisms
species,

(insects) but in numerous other

including implication in declining reproduction

of several species of birds;
(4)

The biochemical effects observed at low, sub-

lethal levels at the cellular and subcellular

(enzymatic)

level;
(5)

Their possible synergistic or antagonistic

effects on the action of drugs when present in low levels

2

Table 1.1
Common Persistent Chemicals

Pesticides
DDT (Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane)
Dieldrin
Endrin
Aldrin

All of these are or

Chlordane

were at one time

Mirex

widely used for

Heptachlor

control of various

Toxaphene

plant-destroying pests.

Lindane

Other Persistent Pollutants
Polychlorinated Biphenylst

industrial contaminants, common
by-products of DDT synthesis.

Phthlate Estersi

used as plasticizers.

3

in humans

(this will not be discussed further; a compre

hensive review is presented by Conney and Burns

(1972)).

Many of the compounds in Table 1.1 have been found in
significant amounts in both treated and untreated areas,
in natural waters,

silt and dust, natural soils, in wild

and domestic animals —
brates,
products

aquatic and terrestrial inverte

fish, birds, and other vertebrates —

and in animal

(milk, butter, etc), and in man himself

1970; Fishbein,

1974).

Many of these chemicals persist in

treated areas over many years
Markin et a l . , 1974).

(Edwards,

(Lichenstein et a l . , 1971;

Residues of these compounds appear

in the lipids and other tissues of most organisms in
treated areas;

loss from soil and plants into the atmosphere

make soil, air, water of oceans, and biota all dynamic
reservoirs of persistent pesticides.

DDT

(see Table 1.1),

the "prototype p e s t i c i d e " , is one of the mo s t stable and
long-lived of these chemicals; its residues have an en
vironmental half-life as high as 20 years
Martin,

1964; Nash and Woolson,

(Woodwell and

1967; Edwards, 1970).

Figure 1.1 shows a number of different sources and typical
residues; an

excellent and comprehensive review of data

similar to that outlined above and in Figure 1.1 is pr e 
sented by Edwards

(1970).

In the discussion presented below it is important to
keep in mind that the highest levels of these chemicals
occur in the tissues of animals from or near treated areas

Figure I .1

Sources and Typical Pesticide Residue Levels
in the Environment

(Edwards,

1970)

Levels are given in parts per million (ppm).

FOOD
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FIGURE X . I
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and which are also near the top of environmental food
chains.
The first widely used pesticide was DDT; it came into
widespread usage shortly after World War II.
bolites

(see Appendix I) and contaminants

Its m e t a 

(PCB's) have

been found in sediments dating from 1945 which were
deposited in waters which are not directly in contact with
treated areas

(Horn et a l . , 1974).

It was first found in

eggs of certain bird species around 1947

(Peakall, 1974),

and its presence corresponded to a sudden decrease in egg
shell thickness of many species of predatory birds, in
cluding peregrines and other hawks and the brown pelican
(Peakall, 1974; Robinson, 1970b; Stickel et a l . , 1973),
and a

concomitant

decrease

(or failure to increase)

in

several regional populations of these species.
Starting with the members of the lowest tropic level
in almost any animal food chain, the growth patterns and
species distribution of zoo- and phytoplankton communities
are known to be affected by organochlorines.

In addition,

these organisms accumulate these compounds to high levels
(Maki and Leuin, 1972; Mosser et a l . , Batterton et a l . ,
1972; Borghi et a l ., 1973; Cooley et a l . , 1972).
times other physiological changes occur;

Some

for example, in

certain marine algae the presence of DDT results in the
loss of NaCl tolerance and subsequent inhibition of growth
(Batterton et a l . , 1972).

7
Many invertebrate species —
trial —

both aquatic and terres

are highly susceptible to the organochlorines;

crustaceans, molluscs, and helminths all accumulate
persistent residues and are grossly affected by them

(re

tardation of growth and reproduction, convulsions, death)
at sufficiently high levels.

Oysters and clams have the

ability to concentrate persistent residues from surrounding
waters as high as 10
tion

3

times the ambient seawater concentra

(Bugg et a l ., 1967; Edwards,

Petrocelli et a l . , 1973).

1970; Rowe et a l ., 1971;

Land molluscs, such as the Roman

snail, undergo abnormal shell and operculum formation when
exposed to organochlorines

(Cooke and Pollard, 1973).

Among the helminths, earthworms accumulate DDT from soil
as much as twenty times soil levels

(Wheatley and Hardman,

1968; Edwards and Jeff, 1974), unfortunately for robins
and other worm-eating birds

(Barker, 1958).

The freshwater

planarian accumulates DDT but possesses a method for meta
bolism

(see Appendix I ) , one of the first examples of such

a pathway to appear in the animal kingdom

(Phillips et a l .,

1974).
Arthropods are particularly susceptible to the toxic
effects of organochlorines

(Naqvi and de la Cruz,

1973).

The acute toxic effect of low levels of these compounds on
insects was the reason for the original use of DDT for
insect control.

Because of this observation, certain

insect species could be controlled by the application of

8
DDT at levels fatal to the insect but apparently harmless
to higher animals.
species-dependent;

These effects are to a large extent
for example, using another organo-

chlorine, one species of shrimp or cr a b will have a very
low tolerance to Mirex while another can withstand levels
ten to one hundred times higher
another example, the crayfish

(Lowe et a l . , 1971).

In

(an important food shellfish

in some geographical locations) accumulates high levels of
organochlorines and to phthalate esters, an unfortunate
circumstance since at one time many crayfish were harvested
for market from rice fields heavily treated wit h these
pesticides
areas)

(or waterways adjacent to cultivated and treated

(Hendrick and Everett, 1965; Ludke et a l . , 1971;

Muncey and Oliver, 1963; Collins et a l . , 1973; Sanders
et a l ., 1973).

This high susceptibility to polychlorinated

compounds appears to be due to a lack of detoxication
enzymes

(inducible polyfunctional oxidases and hydro

xylases)

in these animals.

These •nzymes are usually

present or produced in the liver or similar tissue in most
higher animals.

Phthalate esters as well as chlorinated

pesticides have similar adverse effects on these inverte
brates

(Autian, 1972; Sanders et a l . , 1973; Sugawara,

1974) .
Vertebrate species are equally the victims of pesti
cides and industrial by-products, due to both acute and
chronic accumulation.

The distribution,

storage, and

9
metabolic fate in vertebrates of many organochlorines has
been widely studied

(Gibson et a l . , 1972; Mehendale et a l . ,

1972, 1973; Adams et a l . , 1974; Ivie et a l . , 1974).
controlled experiments,

In

specific pesticide effects have

been studied on many kinds of test animals,

including

laboratory rats and mice, mallard ducks, chickens, Japanese
quail, and sundry fish species.

Various gross physio

logical, biochemical, and reproductive changes
chromosonal damage)

(including

have been observed, including induction

of hepatic microsomal enzymes

(mixed-function oxidases)

(Baker et a l . , 1973; Mehendale et a l . , 1973; Sell and
Davison,

1973) ; hepatic enlargement and tissue damage,

including glycogen depletion and necrosis

(Kendall, 1974;

Kacew et a l . , 1973; Kacew and Singhal, 1973); and changes
in enzymatic activities of key enzymes in liver and kidney,
such as lactic dehydrogenase and glutamic oxaloacetic trans
aminase

(Abston and Yarbrough,

1974) pyruvate carboxylase,

glucose-6-phosphatase, and fructose-1,6-diphosphatase
(Kacew and Singhal,
of certain enzymes

1973), and change in isozyme patterns
(Khaikina et a l . , 1970).

Organochlorines

have also been shown to cause increase in mutation fre
quency, chromosomal abnormalities and changes in re 
productivity in wild and laboratory mice and in selected
cultured cell lines
Johnson and Jalal,

(Ware and Good, 1967; Wallace,
1973; Kelly-Garvert and Legator,

1973;
1973).

Effects of these pesticides in humans and other primates

10
have not been well studied.

However,

the same types of

residues found in other vertebrates are also found in human
tissues,

human milk, and even in aborted fetuses/and extra

polation of effects on other vertebrates indicates similar
hazards to humans

(Robinson, 1970a? Fishbein,

1974).

The

presence of pesticide residues in aborted fetuses is
particularly important since it demonstrates the ability
of these compounds to cross the placental barrier;

this

single observation has vast biochemical implications in
vertebrate

(particularly mammalian)

development.

The implications of the observation that uptake,
accumulation,

and magnification

sistent pesticides occur

(concentration)

of per

in food chains at all trophic

levels from plankton to man, is more serious than the
specific effects of organochlorines on any one species or
class of organisms when one considers the possibilities
for increased accumulation

(inter-species concentration)

by ingestion from lower tropic levels and the subsequent
magnification of ill effects.

A general scheme for

pesticide cycling and movement through the compartments
of the environment is shown in Figure 1.2.
The extent to which organochlorines are concentrated
in animal tissues is due to the high biological stability
and lipid-partitioning abilities of the compounds.

For

example, the solubility of DDT in water is 0.0012 ppm
(or 3.3 x 10

-9

M) a t 25°C? its solubility in fat under

Figure I .2

Pesticide Cycling in the Environment (Edwards,

1970)

i—*

spillage, fallout,
application
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evaporation
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INVERTEBRATE

run o ff
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PLANKTON

eaching
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INVERTEBRATE!
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1 .2
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similar conditions is around 100,000 ppm
(Fishbein, 1974).

(or 0.28 M)

A good example of a typical food chain

magnification taken from a study of DDT residues in Lake
Michigan is shown in Table 1.2.
Organochlorine pesticides are also taken up and stored
by mature plants and by germinatingr seeds
a l . , 1972; Walsh et a l . , 1974).

(Mehendale et

In some cases plant growth

is affected or other physiological changes occur.

Plants

which occupy levels in animal food chains and store pesti
cide residues contribute to upward magnification

(Edwards,

1970).
The above examples, tables, and figures show that the
uptake of persistent organochlorine residues results in
many different effects,

from gross to molecular, in animals

from all phyla and in many plants.

The major physiological

effects of the polychlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides are
neurotoxic in character, but the mechanism(s)
defined

(Corbett, 1974).

is not well

The neurotoxicity of these

hydrocarbons is thought to be due to interference with
nerve axon, nerve membrane, and electrical transmission
along the axon rather than a specific synaptic effect, as
is the action of those insecticides which are cholinesterase inhibitors or which interfere with the acetylcholine
receptor
(Corbett,

(carbamates, organophosphorus derivatives)
1974).

The symptoms induced by poisoning in

humans with both types of insecticide are similar, ranging

14

Table 1.2
DDT Residues in Lake Michigan: An Example of
Food Chain Magnification (Edwards, 1970)

DDT, ppm
Water
*

0.000002

M o l a r concentration

5*6x10

-12

0 .01^

4xl0“8

Amphiods

0.*U

1.2xl0-6

Fish (coho salmon,

J-6

8.5xlO"-5-17xlO"5

Mud

lake trout)
Herring gulls

99

2.8x10

-L±

*

Residues are concentrated in soil, dust and mud
because of their ability to adsorb to particulate
matter.
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from nervousness, apprehension, headache, and tremors to
ventricular fibrillation, respiratory arrest, convulsions,
and coma to death

(Fishbein, 1974).

The most recent type of research in the area of
pesticide effects is at the subcellular and enzymatic
level.

Table 1.3 lists a number of enzymes which are

adversely affected by organochlorines when exposed to
these compounds in in vitro experiments.

As yet, few

generalizations concerning the mode of inhibition or
structure-activity correlations have been made
1974) .

(Corbett,

In the case of DDT, it has been postulated that

inhibition of membrane-associated enzymes
dehydrogenase, ATPase —

(e.g., succinic

see Table 1.3) occurs through

direct interference with membrane function.

Postulations

concerning the manner in which this takes place include
complexation or other association with the membrane pr o 
tein or lipoprotein causing physical blocking of "trans
port channels" or of enzyme active sites, or critical
conformational changes of the membrane
1969; Matsumara and O'Brien,

(Haque et a l . ,

1966; Ross and Biros,

1970;

Wilson et a l . , 1971; McCorkle and Yarbrough, 1974; Holan,
1969; Matsumara and Patil,
1965) .

1969; Machmer and Duchesne,

All of these theories are in agreement wi t h the

hypothesis that toxicity of organochlorines results from
interference with nerve-related membrane function.

Inter

ference with mitochondrial functions has also been shown

Table I .3

Effects of Polychlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticides on Enzymatic Function

A.

In vitro effects of pesticides on enzymatic activity
Enzyme

Pesticide

NADH dehydrogenase

System
rat liver

Reference

inhibition

Byczkowski, 1973

inhibition

Byczkowski,

intact

stimulation

Byczkowski et a l .

sonicated

no effect

1973

glutamate dehydrogenase

DDT, DDE,

mitochondria,

(5-hydroxy butyrate

DDOH, DDA

intact and

dehydrogenase

Effect

sonicated

succinate dehydrogenase
glutamate dehydrogenase

ATPase

DDT, DDE,

purified

DDOH, DDA

enzyme

DDT, DDE,

rat liver

DDOH, DDA

mitochondrial

1973

Table I.3 -- continued

glutamate dehydrogenase

Kepone

purified

inhibition

enzyme

lactic dehydrogenase

aldrin

enzyme in

cholinesterase

dieldrin

serum

Freedland and
McFarland, 1965

inhibition

Gertig et al.,
1970

lindane
yeast hexokinase

aldrin

purified

chlordane

enzyme

inhibition

Sadar and Guilbault, 1971

DDT
B.

In vivo effects of pesticides on enzymes
Enzyme

lactic dehydrogenase

Pesticide
Mirex

(hepatic)
glutamic oxaloacetic
transaminase (hepatic)

Mirex

Administration

Effect

Reference

oral, in

decreased

Abston and

the rat

activity

Yarbrough, 197^

oral, in

decreased

Abston and

the rat

activity

Yarbrough, 197*f

Table

Na+ , K+ -Activated

-DDT

ATPase

3 —

continued

oral, in

decreased

Campbell et a l .,

rainbow trout

activity

197^

pyruvate carboxylase

£,£ -DDT

oral, in

increased

Kacew and Singhal,

phosphoenol-pyruvate

chlordane

the rat

activities

1973; Kacew et al.,

carboxykinase

heptachlor

fructose-1,6-diphosphatase

1973

endrin

gluco se-6-pho sphatase
(renal and hepatic)
glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
lactic dehydrogenase
(serum)

DDT

oral, in

increased

dieldrin

housefly

activities

lindane

injected in

altered

Khaikina et al.,

DDT

the rat

isozyme

1970

spectra

Plapp, 1970
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(Abo-Khatwa and Hollingworth,

1974; McCorkle and Yarbrough,

1974), and is also thought to be membrane-related,

since

inhibition of succinic dehydrogenase, an enzyme of the
mitochondrial membrane, b y these pesticides is dependent on
the integrity of the mitochondria
1974).

(McCorkle and Yarbrough,

Also, certain physical characteristics of mito

chondrial membranes

(e.g., light scattering)

are affected

by certain polychlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides
mire et a l ., 1974).

However,

(Settle-

inhibition of non-membrane-

associated enzymes has also been shown in cell-free
systems.

DDT and its metabolites inhibit several NAD-

linked dehydrogenases in membrane-free systems

(see Table

1.3), but to date an extensive literature search has
yielded no more data or an y speculations concerning the
enzymatic mode of this inhibition.

This lack of informa

tion concerning the effects of pesticides at the molecular
level was the factor w h i c h enticed us into the study of
pesticide effects on lactic acid dehydrogenase.
Originally, the project was designed to determine the
in vitro and in vivo effects,

if any, of the pesticides

used in the Mississippi Delta on selected enzymes occupying
key positions in the pathways of energy metabolism.

As

it developed, it narrowed to the study of the inhibition
by the selected organochlorines of one enzyme,
acid dehydrogenase

(LDH)

from rabbit muscle).

(EC 1.1.1.27?

lactic

the M^ isozyme

LDH was chosen for several reasons:
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(1)

It is commercially obtainable in a pure crystal

line form.
(2)

Its mechanism of reaction has been the object of

much study and has been worked out in detail
Kaplan,

1973; Schwert and Winer,

(3)

(Everse and

1970).

LDH possesses very hig h substrate specificity,

so

that activity assays are easily c a r r i e d out and initial
velocity easily determined, even in crude homogenate
systems

(Everse and Kaplan,

(4)

1973;

Schwert and Winer,

LDH is found in many animal species —

and terrestrial vertebrates and invertebrates —

1970).

aquatic
and in

plants, and is electrophoretically similar from many of
these species, even those distantly related or unrelated
(Worblewski, 1958; Everse and Kaplan,
(5)

1973).

A last consideration is that LDH is relatively

inexpensive.
LDH is a tetrameric enzyme who s e monomers are two non
identical proteins, the M or muscle type and the H or
heart type subunits, named after the tissue in which they
are found.

LDH from different tissues and species c o n 

sists of various combinations of the H and M monomers; the
combinations are called isozymes.

The

isozyme

(four M

m o n o m e r s ) , which is found in muscle tissue, catalyzes the
terminal step in anaerobic glycolysis:

NAD
NADH
'H
pyruvate

-A

^
NAD

-

S.

lactate

+
NADH

(h 4 )
The isozyme of heart muscle
reverse reaction

(the

form) catalyzes the

(lactate to pyruvate)

in that tissue.

Hepatic LDH is a mixture of combinations of M and H
m onomers and catalyzes the same reaction as the

form.

The first phase of this project is a survey of the
effects on LDH of a number of pesticides from several
d ifferent classes, varying in bot h structure and mode of
action and several industrial pollutants.

The list in

cludes carbamate herbicides and phosphorothioate insecti
cides, which are either cholinesterase inhibitors or inter
fere wi t h the acetylcholine receptor, and polychlorinated
biphenyls, phthalate esters, and polychlorinated hydro
carbons, all of which are also neuroactive but whose
specific mode of action is unknown.
review of pesticide biochemistry,

(For a complete

see Corbett

(1974)).

Not all of these compounds had an effect, either positive
or negative, on LDH activity in the system used.
ever,

How

the polychlorinated hydrocarbons as a group inhibited

LDH activity.

After this broad survey, three members of

the polychlorinated hydrocarbon group were chosen as
structurally representative inhibitory compounds, and
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further experiments were carried out using these three
"model" c o m p o u n d s .
The next question in any study involving an in vitro
system is an important one which unfortunately cannot always
be answered:

Can this effect be related to an effect in the

living animal?

In a pesticide study this partially c on

sists of determining whether the levels of pesticide in the
in vitro study are comparable to levels found in the natural
state or after ingestion studies in the laboratory; a
thorough review of the literature satisfied this part of
the question.

The next step in the project attempts to

answer the rest of the question.

LDH from germinating soy

beans catalyzes the same reaction as and is electrophoretically and kinetically ve r y similar to the mammalian
isozyme

(Barthova et a l . , 1973);

germinating beans were

exposed to low levels of dieldrin and DDT, and the effect
on activity and electrophoretic identity of LDH was
determined.
Another question which exists in any enzyme-inhibitor
study is that of mechanism:
hibit the enzyme?

how does this molecule in

In the latter part of this project we

have attempted to at least partially clarify this point,
and have postulated a mechanism for the inhibition.
In short, this research project can be summarized by
the three following classic guidelines to an in vitro
investigation:
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(1)

An effect was observed in an in vitro system.

(2)

Is this effect correlatable to the living state?

(3)

By what m ech a n i s m is this effect produced?

The inhibition of LDH and other NADH- or FADH-linked
enzymes both in vivo and in vitro b y high molecular weight
organochlorines has been previously observed by several
groups

(Abston and Yarbrough,

1974; Byczkowski, 1973;

Byczkowski et a l . , 1973; Gertig et a l . , 1970; McCorkle and
Yarbrough, 1974; Khaikina et a l . 1970; Freedland and M c 
Farland, 1965; Hendrickson and Bowden,
and Bowden,

1975).

1973; Hendrickson

Inhibition consists of either in vitro

inhibition where enzymatic activity is lowered after
ingestion by the animal or injection into a cell-associated
system.

In an example of negative evidence,

of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase in vivo

the activity
(i.e.,

paralleling the activity of the pentose shunt)
in DDT and dieldrin resistant houseflies,

indicating

possible blockage of the glycolytic pathway
(Plapp, 1970).

is increased

(possibly LDH)

It is not known whether both types are the

result of the direct enzymatic effect observed in vitro or
whether separate mechanisms are involved in each type of
inhibition.

Even though enzymatic inhibition ma y not be

wholly responsible for metabolic alterations in v i v o , it
is important to study the mech a n i s m by which the in
vitro effect occurs,

in order to delineate

and clarify

the various possible effects of foreign compounds on

living systems at the cellular and subcellular levels, as
well as on a gross physiological level, and because of the
possibility of long-range,

low-key lowering of the

efficiency of energy production by organisms which have
accumulated low

(sub-lethal)

environmental contaminants.

concentrations of persistent
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II.

A.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Assay of Lactic Acid Dehydrogenase;

Determination of

Initial Velocity
1.

Reagents and Solutions:
Lactic acid dehydrogenase

(EC 1.1.1.27, crystalline

from rabbit muscle, M 4 isozyme) was obtained from
Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The average

specific activity was 900-1000 units^/mg protein.
It was diluted to approximately 10 units/ml in cold
2.1 M ( N H 4 )2S04
Pyruvate,

(pH 6.0-6.1)

sodium salt

(Sigma)

and stored from 0-4 °C.
(anhydrous M W 110.04)

was prepared as a 0.4 M stock solution in potassium
phosphate buffer

(see below)

and stored from 0-4 °C.

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced
(Sigma)

(NADH)

(anhydrous M W 709) was freshly prepared

every 3 hours,

since aged solutions of NADH develop

inhibitory activity which interferes with enzymatic
determinations.

Stock solution was 0.15-10.8 m M in

phosphate buffer

(see b e l o w ) .

Phosphate buffer was prepared by mixing 0.1 M solutions
of K H 2P 0 4

(MW 136.1) and K 2HP 0 4 (MW 174.2)

o b tain the desired final pH of 7.4-7.5.

to

The

One unit will reduce 1.0 ymole of pyruvate to lactate
per minu t e at pH 7.5 at 37°.
31
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approximate ratio of K 2HP04 :KH2P 0 4 was 2:1 by
volume.

The phosphate salts were anhydrous

analytical grade reagents obtained from Mallinckrodt,
Baker, and Matheson, Coleman, and Bell.
Pesticide solutions were prepared in 95% ethanol.
Standard stock solutions were 0.5 mg/ml;
(5-15 minutes)

or stirring

sonication

(1 hour) was necessary

in most cases to insure complete solubilization.
Table III.3 gives the structure, chemical and common
name, and source of each compound tested for in
hibition of lactic acid dehydrogenase.

The melting

points of all solid compounds were checked and
compared with literature values
2.

(Spencer, 1968).

Method of Assay and Calculation of Initial Velocity:
Lactic acid dehydrogenase activity was assayed by
following spectrophotometrically the rate of con v e r 
sion of NADH to NAD in the presence of pyruvate and
enzyme:

pyruvate

N.
(absorbs at 340 nm)

(zero absorbance at 340 nm)

The loss of absorbance due to NADH at 340 n m was
recorded at 25° with a Beckman DB spectrophotometer
equipped with a Model SRL Sargent Recorder.

33

Sample cuvettes

(1 cm light path) were prepared

by adding substrate, coenzyme, pesticide or other
solution to be tested, and buffer.

The reference

cuvettes,in order to electronically balance the
spectrophotometer, contained pyruvate, NADH, enzyme,
and buffer —

a reaction mixture at equilibrium.

Depending on the specific experiment, either pyruvate
was held constant at 1.3 m M and NADH varied from
0.005-0.36 mM, or NADH was held constant at 0.18 m M
and pyruvate varied from 0.1-1.0 mM.

A typical r e 

action cuvette contained NADH, pyruvate, pesticide, 10%
ethanol

(0.3 ml total), and phosphate buffer to 2.9 ml.

The mixture was allowed to equilibrate at least 5
minutes, and the reaction was started by the addition
of 1 unit of LDH in a volume of 0.1 ml.

For activity

determination of protein homogenates, varying amounts
of supernatant

(0.05-0.5 ml) were added.

Cuvettes

were rapidly inverted 3-4 times to insure complete
mixing, particularly when a protein homogenate was
used instead of the purified enzyme.
A typical recorder plot is shown in Figure II.1.
Raw velocity

(Vr ) was read from the chart paper as

(OD/minute)xlO which is

(run/rise).

This was corrected

when necessary for the presence of ethanol and for the
aging of the enzyme which was linear

(see the calcula

tions below and Appendix I I ) , and converted to mM NADH

Figure II.1
Typical Recorder Plot:
Graphical Determination of Initial Velocity
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consumed per minute, as shown in the following
calculations:
(1)

Correction factor for ethanol = CF

V
CF =

(2)

of control without ethanol

r
V r of reaction with 10% ethanol

Normalization to correct for enzyme
aging = NF

Maximum V r

(without ethanol)

obtained

from fresh enzyme preparation

NF =

V r after aging of enzyme

(3)

Conversion of V r to m M NADH consumed per
minute.

Using Beer's Law,
A = abc

where
V
A = OD/min =

- -

x NF x CF

- «•*>

b = path length in cm = 1.0

c = change in NADH concentration
per minute
Substituting in,
A = 6.20 c

(mM)
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and

c = O o

Example:

if v r
Vr
Vr
V

r

= A <0 -1 6 3 >

(maximum, fresh enzyme)
(control, no ethanol)
(control + ethanol)

=

= 6

(sample) = 4.5,

then
CF = 7-*.9, = 1 17
6.0

NF =

^ = 1 14
7.0

and
A =

(1.17) (1.14) = 0.60 OD/min

c = g:°'6og%Tnn - °-°97 ^ " > in
3.

Determination of Type of Inhibition and of the Apparent
Inhibition Constant
a.

(K^')

Method of Lineweaver and Burk:

reciprocal plot

the double

(Lineweaver and Burk,

1934)

The inverse of the concentration of variable substrate
(mM) ^ is plotted as the X - c o o r d i n a t e , and the inverse
velocity of reaction
coordinate.

((mM NADH/min)

^) as the Y-

The location of the point of inter

section of linear plots at various inhibitor

38

Figure II.2
Types of Inhibition as Determined by the Linewea v e r - B u r k Plot.
The inverse of substrate concentration is plotted versus the
inverse of the initial velocity (x versus y).
= Michaelis constant; V = maximum velocity;
= inhibition constant.

Abbreviations!
i = inhibitor;
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concentrations determines the type of inhibition, as
shown in Figure II.2.
b.

Method of Dixon:

the single reciprocal plot

(Dixon, 1953)
The inhibitor concentration

(mM)

is plotted as the X-

coordinate and the inverse v e l o c i t y as the Ycoordinate.

The location of the intersection point of

linear plots at different v a r i a b l e substrate concentra
tions also determines t he type of inhibition.

The

negative value of the X - c o o r d i n a t e of the point of
intersection extrapolated to the X-axis is called the
apparent inhibition constant

(K^1).

Figure II . 3

illustrates the uses of Dixon plots.

B.

Ultraviolet Studies
Mixtures of NAD, NADH,

adenine, or nicotinamide with

Mirex, DDT, or dieldrin we r e analyzed and compared with the
spectra

of each component of the mix t u r e in order to see

if any changes occurred in the spectral profile of either
component after mixing.

Changes in spectra

which are

indicative of complexation o r w e a k molecular associations
include appearance of new peaks,

shift of absorbance

maxima, or non-additive absorbance
hancement) .

(quenching or en

(Adenine and n i c o t i n a m i d e are the two

components of NADH which ar e involved in the enzymatic
reaction

(Sund, 1970; Schwert and Winer, 1970; Everse and

Kaplan, 1973) and which are likely to complex or associate
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Figure II.3

Types of Inhibition as Determined by the Dixon Plot
The concentration of inhibitor is plotted versus
the inverse of the initial velocity (x versus y ) .
Abbreviations:

s = substrate;

others same as

Figure II.2, except K = e n z y m e - s u b s t r a t e dissociation
s
constant,

and K

= enzyme-substrate(as inhibitor)
ss

dissociation constant.
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with the pesticides under consideration

(Kosower, 1965;

Rose, 1967).
1.

Reagents and Solutions
NADH, NAD, adenine, and nicotinamide, all obtained from
Sigma, were prepared fresh daily.
were made in phosphate buffer
0.2 mM for NADH,

Stock solutions

(see above) and were

0.05 m M for NAD and adenine, and

0.4 mM for nicotinamide.
Pesticide solutions were prepared fresh daily in 95%
ethanol?
2.

stock solutions were 0.4 mM.

Determination of Spectral Changes
A Cary 14 spectrophotometer was used to record the

spectra of NADH, NAD, adenine,

and nicotinamide in the

presence and absence of Mirex,

DDT, or dieldrin.

The reference solution was phosphate buffer
Sample cuvettes

(3 m l ) .

(1 cm light path) were prepared by adding

1 ml nucleotide or dinucleotide, pesticide in ethanol
(0.05-1.0 ml), additional ethanol to a total of 1 ml
by v o l u m e ) , and buffer

(33%

(1 ml) to a total volume of 3 ml.

A freshly mixed solution followed on the Cary at a fixed
wavelength reached a constant absorbance after 2-3 minutes;
for that reason, test mixtures were allowed to equili
brate after mixing for at least 5 minutes.
spectra consisted of

Each set of

(a) nucleotide alone in buffer,

nucleotide in the presence of 33% ethanol, and

(b)

(c) nucl e o 

tide in the presence of ethanol and varying amounts of
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pesticide

(0.007-0.14 m M ) .

The maximum concentration of

each pesticide used depended on its solubility in bufferethanol.

The spectra of each solution was taken from 240-

400 nm.

C.

Studies of Time-Dependent Associations
Three "model" inhibitory compounds, dieldrin,

DDT, and

Mirex, and one non-inhibitory compound, £-chlorotoluene,
were used in these studies.

Reagents and kinetic p r o 

cedures were the same as for kinetic determinations,

except

that reactions were started wit h NADH rather than with
enzyme.

A detailed explanation is presented in the Results

section.

D.

Effect of Dieldrin or DDT Uptake on LDH of Germinating

Soybeans
1.

Materials:
Phosphate buffer

(0.1 M, pH 7.4-7.5) was prepared as

described for kinetic methods and contained 5 mM
mercaptoethanol.
Soybeans

(Glycine L . , Davis strain) were supplied by

Dr. Curtis Williams,

Dept, of Agronomy, LSU, Baton

Rou g e .
Uniformly ring-labelled

14

C-dieldrin and

14

C-DDT were

purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemical Co.
Scintillation fluid was 1 liter toluene,
ethylene glycol

500 ml

(Fischer), and 5.5 grams PPO
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(Omnifluor, New England N u c l e a r ) .
Protosol - New England Nuclear
Pesticides were dissolved in a small volume of ethylene
glycol and the appropriate amount pipetted into a
500 ml wide-mouthed Erlenmeyer flask and slowly
brought to a total volume of 500 ml wit h deionized
water in order to obtain 1, 2.5, or 5 ppm

(g per

6
10 g) pesticide.
2.

Exposure of Beans to Pesticide and Treatment of Tissue:
Beans

hours

(10 g dry weight) were allowed to swell 32

(Barthova et a l ., 1973)

1% ethylene glycol, or
with 1-5
1972) .

ppm

in

(1) water,

(2) water and

(3) water and 1% ethylene glycol

-dieldrin or ^ C - D D T

(Mehendale et a l . ,

Then the beans were removed from the soak solution,

blotted, and weighed.

(The following procedure is a

modification of that described by Lichtenstein and Corbett
(1969)

for treatment of plant tissue.)

The volu m e of

beginning and final soak solutions was measured and samples
removed for counting.

One-half the required volume of

ice-cold phosphate buffer

(2:1, ml buffer:g beans) was

added to beans, and beans were homogenized for 5-7 minutes
at low speed in a small

(200 ml)

stainless steel Waring

blender jar.
The following procedure was followed for further
treatment and for radioassay:
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(1)

Initial soak solutions were counted —
0.2 mis in 5 ml scintilation fluid —

0.1 or
after

volume was recorded.
(2)

Volume of final soak solution was measured, and
0.1 or 0.2 ml was placed in 5 ml fluor with
0.1-0.2 ml Protosol.

(3)

After weighing, homogenization, and straining
through cheesecloth,
(a)

total strained m a s h was weighed and a
sample taken.

The sample was prepared for

counting by adding

0 . 1

g to

2 0

ml fluor

plus 1 ml Protosol and sonicating.
(b)

Volume of supernatant was measured and a
sample taken.

For counting,

0.8 ml was

placed in 20 ml fluor and 0.4 ml Protosol,
and the mixture was sonicated.

Supernatants

were assayed for LD H activity, and a biuret
protein determination and electrophoretic
determination of LD H was run on each.
(4)

After centrifugation,
(a)

The lipid layer w as carefully scooped from
the tube and weighed.

Ten drops

(about

0.3 g) of this was placed in a preweighed
2 0

ml scintillation vial and reweighed, and

20 ml fluor was added.

After mixing 1 ml

of the resulting cloudy solution in 19 ml
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fluor gave a clear solution for counting.
(b)

Supernatant volume was measured and a
sample prepared for counting as in 3b-above.

(c)

The mucoid precipitate was scraped from the
tube and weighed, and
Protosol added.

This mixture was sonicated

until homogeneous;
added to

2 0

ml fluor plus 0.4 ml

6

ml was removed and

0 . 2

ml fluor, whi c h gave a clear

solution for counting.
3.

Determination of Quenching Factor:
For each system —

supernatant,

lipid, etc. —

quenching factor was determined by adding
14

C-toluene

(equivalent to 7187+1% dpm)

whole series —

supernatants,

1 0

the

yl of standard

to each vial of a

soak solutions, lipid, mash,

precipitate-- from one experiment whi c h had already been
counted.

The vials were then recounted and the quenching

factor calculated as shown:

(cpm from sample + standard - original counts)/7187 =
quenching factor = QF

To obtain dpm, cpm from any sample

(minus background)

are

divided by QF for that system.
All samples were run in duplicate.

After counting,

subtraction of background, and averaging, cpm/sample were
divided by the appropriate QF and manipulated according
to sample and total weight or volume of that fraction in
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order to obtain dpm/g

(or dpm/ml)

and total d pm in that

fraction.
Example:

0.03 g lipid

(total weight of fraction = 3.13 g)

had average activity of 3421.2 cpm.

Background

was 45.2 cpm.
3421.2 - 45.2 = 3376.0 cpm/0.03 g = 112000 cpm/g
QF = 0.88 for this system
( 1 1 2 0 0 0

cpm/g)/ 0

. 8 8

= 128000 dpm/g

Since total weight was 3.13 g,
(128000 d p m / g ) (3.13g) = 403000 total dpm.
Then,
total dpm in lipid fraction
dpm from beginning supernatant

4.

„ .
insipid0

..
1 3

1

**

Electrophoretic Determination of LDH:
The method of Dietz and Lubrano

(1957) was used w i t h

modifications as noted:
(1)

Unpolymerized gel solution was overlaid wit h
buffer containing bromophenol blue.

(2)

After polymerization, buffer was removed and
gel blotted wit h a twisted Kimwipe.

(3)

50 yl of the sample in 50% sucrose solution was
placed on the top of the gel.

Cold buffer c o n 

taining bromophenol blue was carefully laid over
the sample with a Pasteur pipette, so that the
tube was filled and a drop was sitting on the

top of the tube.

The tube was then plugged with

wetted cotton.
(4)

Staining was for 1 hour at 37°.

The electrophoresis chamber used was a BioRad Model
150 electrophoresis chamber in conjunction with a Heathkit
Model IP-17 power source.
integrator

A QuickScan densitometer with

(Helena Laboratories, Beaumont, Texas)

equipped

with a 420 nm filter was used to quantitate bands.
5.

Biuret Protein Assay:
A protein assay was run on every centrifuged super

natant using 50 yl samples.
Gornall et al.

The standard procedure

(1949) was followed without modification.

The standard curve obtained using bovine serum albumin is
included in Appendix II.
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III.

A.

RESULTS

Kinetic Studies
Appropriate baselines were determined each day by

running

6 - 1 2

control solutions w i t h ethanol and

6 - 1 2

with

out ethanol and calculating correction factor for ethanol
(CF) as described in Chapter II.

Comparison of the con

trol value without ethanol to the initial velocity of the
reaction using the fresh enzyme gave NF.
1.

Kinetic parameters of the system:

Determination of

Michaelis constants for substrate and coenzyme
The Michaelis constants

(K ) for pyruvate and for
m

NADH in this system were determined by varying the
concentration of pyruvate in the presence of a constant
concentration of NADH

(or vice versa) and plotting the

reciprocal of the initial velocity versus the re
ciprocal of the variable substrate
Burk plot; see Figure II.2).

(i.e., Lineweaver-

The Km of the substrate

or coenzyme is the negative inverse of the X-intercept
of the line thus formed.

The values thus obtained are

shown in Table III.l; a representative plot is shown
in Figure III.l.

These values are in good agreement

with values obtained from the literature.
2.

The effect of ethanol on LDH
The K . ' for two well-studied inhibitors of LDH,
i
oxamate and oxalate, were also determined.
52

Oxamate

Table III.l

Michaelis Constants (K^) for Pyruvate and NADH in the LDH Reaction

(without ethanol)
pyruvate

0.4

NADH

0.06

**

V

K , mM
m

Reference

(with 10^ ethanol)

(lit. values)

0 .2-0.8

0.14

Winer and Schwert, 1958

0.024

Winer and Schwert, 1958

0 .05 -0.07

0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 25 •
Tris buffer, pH 7*0, 28.5 •

tn

CO

Figure III.l

Graphical Determination of the Michaelis Constanti
tative Lineweaver-Burk Plot.

Represen

Experimental Conditions!

[NADH] = 0.7 mM, in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7*5» at 25°

FIGURE H I . I

1.0

vate]-1 , m M -1

1.5

u.

Ln
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and oxalate are structural analogs of pyruvate;
structures are shown in Table III.2.

their

Oxalate, a non

competitive inhibitor with respect to pyruvate, was
run as a double-check on the LDH assay system.

Oxa

mate, a competitive inhibitor with respect to pyruvate,
was run both with and without

1 0

% ethanol present.

Because many of the pesticides had to be assayed in a
reaction system which was

1 0

% ethanol for solubility

purposes, we wanted to see the effect of ethanol on
LDH inhibition by oxamate.
well as the

The

for oxamate, as

1

for pyruvate and for NADH

was unchanged in the presence of ethanol,

(Table III.l)
indicating

that the active site of LDH was not changed by the
presence of ethanol.
The K . ' of ethanol was also determined for this
i

system and was found to be about
(4.4 M)

2 0

for pyruvate and about 25%

for NADH.

%

(by volume)

(by volume)

(5.4 M)

The level of ethanol used in our studies

was 2.2 M, well bel o w the K . ' concentrations.
l
Other groups have used similar techniques for
pesticide solubilization without harm to the systems
used.

McCorkle and Yarbrough

(1974) used acetone for

Mirex solubilization when determining its effect on
succinate dehydrogenase activity and found no inter
ference with enzyme activity or with membrane integrity.
Abo-Khatwa and Hollingworth

(1974) used ethanol wit h a

Table III.2
Inhibition of LDH by Oxalate and Oxamate

, mM

, mM

Type of Inhibition

Reference

(Lit. value)
Pyruvate
H 3c-g-g-0H

Oxalate

0.7

0.8

noncompetitive

Novoaetal.,

0 .0^

0.08

competitive

Novoa et al., 1959

.0 ^

0.08

competitive

1959

HO-g-g-OH
Oxamate
HO-C-G-NHr

Oxamate
(with 10$ ethanol)

0
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large number of pesticides in experiments measuring
oxygen uptake and other energy-linked mitochondrial
functions, and found no interference by ethanol.
We used ethanol rather than acetone to solubilize
the pesticides, because the effect of ethanol on LDH
has been studied.
LDH,

Ethanol is known to "stabilize"

i . e . , to preserve its activity for long periods

of storage with no more than nominal lowering of
initial velocity and with no change in system kinetics
(George et a l ., 1969).
3.

Effects of pesticides and industrial pollutants on LDH
a.

The effect of selected compounds on lactic acid

dehydrogenase activity with respect to pyruvate
Table III.3 lists all compounds tested, type of
inhibition,

if any, and inhibitory effect

on the activity of LDH.
Figure II.3).

(K^

1

(i.e., K^')

is obtained as shown in

No compounds tested had an activating

effect on LDH.
1.

Compounds having no effect on LDH activity
Table III.3 shows that the two carbamate

herbicides, the one polychlorinated biphenyl,
and the phosphorothioates had no effect on LDH
activity at levels up to and including substrate
concentration

(pyruvate = 7 x 10

-4

M).

Table III.3
The Effect of Various Pesticides and Pollutants
on LDH with Respect to Pyruvate

Compound

Structure

Supplier

^

, mM

(type of
inhibition)
Carbamate herbicides

N-phenyl isopropyl carbamate

CHo
I 3
-Ijl-C-O-CH

Sigma

0

(isopropyl phenyl carbamate

H

or IPC)

N-3-chlorophenyl isopropyl
carbamate

(chioro-isopropyl

phenyl carbamate or ClPC)

(no effect)

CH 3

0

CHo

II

I 3

Sigma

-N-C-O-CH
H

(no effect)

CHo

Cl

Polychlorinated biphenyls

Aroclor 12*4-2

(

^C1n

(42fo Cl by weight)

Monsanto*
(no effect)

Table II I . 3

continued

Cyclodienes

1.2.3.4.10.10-hexachloro-exo-

Shell

6,7-epoxy-l,4,4a,5,6,7,8a-

0.03
(competitive)

octahydro-1 ,4-endo,exo-5,8dimethanonapthalene (Dieldrin)
1 ,2 ,3 «4,10,10-hexachloro-6 ,7-

Shell

epoxy-1 ,4,4a,5 .6 ,7 ,8 ,8a-octa-

0.02
(competitive)

hydro-endo-1 ,4-endo-5,8-di
me thano nap thlene (Endrin)
1.2 .3.4.10.10-hexachloro-l,4,4a,

Shell

5 ,8 ,8a-hexahydro-endo-1 ,4-exo-

5 ,8- dimethanonapthalene

(Aldrin)

1 ,2 ,4,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,8-octachloro-2 ,3 ,
3 a ,4,7,7a-hexahydro-4,7methanoindene (Chlordane)

0.06
(competitive)

ci
Velsicol

0.05
(competitive)

cn
o

Table III.3 —
Clo —
Dodecachlorooctahydro-1,3»^-

Cl

metheno-2H-cyclobuta |cdj

continued
Cl

1
Cl

pentalene (Mirex)

0.01

Cl,
Cl

n

(competitive)

Cl

C3>J

Decachloro-1,3»^-metheno-2H-

Allied

:i

Cl,
Cl

Allied

0.01

Cl
cyclobuta |cdj pentalene-2-one
(Kepone)

Cl

(competitive)

Cl

Cl

DDT and metabolites
2 ,2-bis (jD-chlorophenyl)-1,1 f1-

EPA Reference

I

0 .01-1.02

*

trichloroethane (£,£ -DDT)

Standards ;

(competitive)

Geigy
2- (o-chlorophenyl)-2- (p-chloro-

-CH

Cl

EPA Reference
*

phenyl)-l,1 ,1-trichloroethane

Cl

Standards ;

CC13

(o,£ -DDT)

0.01
(competitive)

Geigy

2 ,2-bis(£-chlorophenyl)-l,1t

dichioroethane (£,£ -TDE)

Cl

fH \

hcci;

Cl

EPA Reference

0.01

*

Standards

(competitive)

Table III.3 —

continued
Cl __

2

- (o-chlorophenyl)- 2 -(p-chloro-

EPA Reference
*
Standards

Cl

p h e n y l ) - l ,1 -dichloroethane

0.03
(competitive)

(o,p -TDE)

2

,2 -bis(p-chlorophenyl)-l,1 -diI
chloroethane (p,£ -DDE)

ci-<(

)y c -(( ) y c i
ccr.

EPA Reference

0.05

*

Standards

(competitive)

DDT structural analogs

Chlorobenzene

ci

Fischer
(no effect)

a,a-dichlorotoluene

-ch 2 ci 2

Eastman

0.5
(competitive)

H
1

,1 - diphenylethane

-C
CH

Pflatz &
Bauer

0.2
(competitive)

OH
1

,1 -diphenylethanol

i-,

Eastman

>1

(-

)

Table I I I .3 —

bis(p- chlorophenyl)methane

l-chloro-2 ,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)-

C1^ ^ OH2^0^C1

(DDNU)

Dr. J. McKinney

(DDOH)

Cl-^^-CH^^rCl

Dr. J. McKinney4

h exane (Lindane)

0.03
(competitive)

c h 2c i

Cl

Dr. J. McKinney

Cl^^CH-^^-Cl

0.0 7
(competitive)

Dr. J. McKinney4

0.04
(competitive)

c h 2o h

5 .6-hexachlorocyclo-

0.02
(competitive)

CHC1

Cl

0.04
(competitive)

CH,

2 .2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethanol

-1 ,2 ,3 »

Eastman

II

ethane (DIMS)
1 .1-bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethylene

Cl

Cl

ethylene (DDMU)
l-chloro-2 ,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl) ■

continued

Hooker

0.4
(competitive)

Table III.3 —

continued

Phthalate and its esters
0

Phthalic

-OR

acid

Q

C-OR

(competitive)

li

0
Dibutyl phthalate

Eastman

R = H

R = n-butyl

Eastman

0.0 5
(competitive)

Dimethyl phthalate

R = methyl

Baker

0.004
(competitive)

Fhosphorothioates
0

o ,o -dime thyl-S-1 ,2-di(ethoxy

(ch3o)2-p-s- -CH-cj-O-CoH*
I

8

thiolate (Malathion)
(ch3o)2-p-s

American

3

CHoC-0-CoH e

carbamyl)ethyl phosphorodi

o ,o-dime thyl-o,p-nitroph enyl

2

25

Cyanamide*

(no effect
up to 1 mM)

Keir McGee

phosphorothioate (Methyl

(no effect

Parathion)

up to 1 mM)

Table III.3 —

,£-diethyl-0(3»5»6-trichloro-

2-pyridyl) phosphorothiolate

O

continued

Cl

Cl

(C2H^0 )2-P-0-H^JJ_Cl

(Dursban)

The compound was donated by the organization or individual.

Dow*

(no effect
up to 1 mM)
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2.

Polychlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides
DDT and its insecticidal metabolites, the

cyclodienes and related compounds, and Mirex and
Kepone were inhibitory in approximately the same
range, around 1-5 x 10

-5

M.

Figures III.2 -

III.4 show the inhibitory effect of DDT, dieldrin,
and Mirex, wh i c h are structurally representative
of each class of inhibitory polychlorinated
hydrocarbons shown in Table III.3.

In the case

of the cyclodienes dieldrin, aldrin, and endrin,
there appears to be no correlation of either
conformation

(e n d o - , exo- versus e n d o - , e n d o - ) or

possession of an epoxide function to inhibitory
ability.
3.

DDT analogs
A series of structural analogs of DDT not

possessing significant insecticidal activity was
tested for inhibitory effect on LDH with respect
to pyruvate;

inhibition was correlatable to in

creasing similarity to the DDT skeleton compound
b i s (p-chlorophenyl) methane.

These compounds

are presented in order of increasing inhibition
in Table III.3.

Several conclusions can be made

from the results from the analogs:

Figure III.2

The Effect of DDT on LDH with Respect to Pyruvate.
Experimental Conditions t
0.66 m M ; # ,
0.0^ mM; Q

1.3 mM;
» 0.05 mM.

JnADh]

[j)DT] = # ,

= 0.7 m M ; £Pyruvatej
OmM;

■,

0.02 mM;

= A ,

A,

The reaction was run in 0.1 M phosphate

buffer at pH 7*5» at 25°.

20A

I5H

±
Vi
1 0

-t

[p y r u v a t e ]
[S ] , mM

Kj^O.02,

T

8

- 6

~J

r

-2

2

6

T

8

[DDT] x I02 , mM
CO

FIGURE I H . 2

Figure III.3

The Effect of Dieldrin on L DH with Respect to Pyruvate.
Experimental Conditions:
0.66 mM;

A

1.3 mM;

• 0.0^ mM; O

1

[NADH]

[bieldrin]

0.09 mM.

=

0 . 7

= |,

mM;

Qpyruvatej

0 mM; |

=

A,

, 0.02 mM;

The reaction was run in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer at pH 7*5» at 25°.

[d ie l d r in ] \

[ S ] - ', m M '1
[p y r u v a t e ]

Ki =0.03

[DIELDRIN] xIO2,mM

FIGURE m . 3

Figure III. 4

The Effect of Mirex on LDH with Respect to Pyruvate.
Experimental Conditions:
■ , 0.33 mM;
A*

A. 0.66 mM;

0.015 mM; ■ ,

0.04 mM.

[NADHj = 0.7 m M ; [Pyruvatej
0,

1.3 mM; [Mirex] =

0 mM;

The reaction was run in 0 .1 M

phosphate buffer at pH 7.5. at 25°.

[PYRUVATE]

Kj

=

0.02

^WffREX]

x IOz , m M

FIGURE KL.4
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(1 )

the minimum inhibitory structure is

When ring chlorines are added in the para
positions,

inhibition is increased by an

order of magnitude

(K^' = 4 x 10

This characteristic
chlorines)

-5

M).

(possession of ring

is directly related to the

insecticidal activity of DDT-related co m 
pounds
(2)

(Corbett, 1974; Fahmy et a l . , 1973).

Some degree of steric freedom is

necessary for inhibition of .LDH as the
structurally hindered compounds
ethylene derivatives of DDT —
e t c .) had

(e.g., the
DDE, TDE,

's greater than the non-hindered

ethane derivatives by half an order of m a g 
nitude.

The position of ring chlorines

appears to have little effect on the in
hibitory ability of the DDT metabolites,
i . e . , the o,p*- and the p , p ' - isomers of DDT
have identical K.'s.
i

However, no valid

assumptions as to the effect of ring chlorine
position on inhibition of LDH can be made,
since these isomers are difficult to separate
and some mixture of isomers is possible
(Spencer, 1971).

(3)

The presence of a tri- or dichloro

group makes little or no difference on the
inhibitory effect of the DDT compounds on
LDH.

Since the presence of this functional

group can be correlated to the insecticidal
activity of DDT analogs

(Corbett, 1974;

Fahmy et a l ., 1973; Holan and Spurling, 1974),
it appears that the inhibition of LDH by
these compounds does not play a major, role
in the actual lethal toxicity of DDT to
target organisms and other affected species.
This, however, m a y not be the case for ce r 
tain DDT-resistant insect species, which
appear to overcome the effects of the
insecticide by increased activity of the
pentose shunt

(Plapp,

1970), rather than by

the usual mechanism of inducible detoxifica
tion enzymes.

This increased shunt activity

seems to indicate a block of some sort of
the glycolytic pathway, possibly at the
point of pyruvate reduction.
4.

Phthalic acid and its esters
The effects of these compounds on LDH were

interesting to us for two reasons:
(1)

Phthalate esters are common industrial

pollutants of some biological importance in

75

that they have adverse effects on animals
accumulating them
(2)

(Autian, 1972).

Phthalic acid is a structural analog of

succinate, which is an analog of pyruvate
and a competitive inhibitor of LDH

(Schwert

and Winer, 1963).

HO

OH

\

c=o
I
c=o

C=0

HO
pyruvate

C=0
HO

/

HO
phthalate

succinate
Phthalic acid is not a strong inhibitor of LDH
when compared to the DDT-related or dieldrin
compounds.

This was due to its apparent in

stability in solution;

fresh solutions possessing

inhibitory activity were inactive after three
hours.

Its esters, however, w h i c h are more

soluble in aqueous solution and apparently more
stable than the acid, had lower K.'s.
i

The bulki-

ness of the ester group appeared to be inversely
proportional to inhibitory activity; methyl
phthalate is more inhibitory than butyl phthalate
by a factor of ten.
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b.

Inhibition with respect to NADH
Three "model" compounds, dieldrin, DDT, and

Mirex, which are structural representatives of the
polychlorinated compounds found inhibitory wi t h
respect to pyruvate, and one non-inhibitory
respect to pyruvate)

(with

compound, c h l o r o b e n z e n e , were

tested for inhibition of LDH with respect to NADH.
The collected results are shown in Table III.4;
Figures III.5 - III.7 show Lineweaver-Burk and Dixon
plots for these effects.

The fact that K^' wi t h

respect to pyruvate and with respect to NADH are the
same for all three model compounds suggests that the
inhibition with respect to each substrate m i g h t be
due to only one inhibitory process, rather than being
caused by two separate mechanisms.

This, however,

is

an assumption and not necessarily true in all cases,
since similarity for one or more of the compounds
might be only a coincidence.
4.

Kinetic studies of time-dependent association of NADH
and pesticide
For these studies, reactions were started with
NADH

(rather than with enzyme as described in the

Experimental Procedures section)

and reaction mixtures

were prepared without ethanol or pesticide present.
Twelve to twenty reaction mixtures were prepared at
one time in 4-ml test tubes.

NADH in buffer, NADH
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Table III.4
Inhibition of LDH with Respect to NADH

Inhibitor

, mM

Type of Inhibition

DDT

0.03

Competitive

Dieldrin

0.03

Competitive

Mirex

0.02

Competitive

Chlorobenzene

no effect

Figure III.5

The Effect of DDT on LDH with Respect to NADH.
Experimental Conditions:

£pyruvatej

= 1 .3 m M ; [NADH] =

0.05 m M ; • , 0 . m M ; [DDT] = • , 0 mM; ■ ,
0.03 mM; 0 »

0.05 mM.

0.15 m M ;

A

A ,
.

The reaction was run in 0.1 M phosphate

buffer at pH 7*5* at 25°.

[DDT]
[NADH]

K : '= 0 . 0 3

vo

FIGURE nr. 5

Figure I I I .6

The Effect of Dieldrin on LDH with Respect to NADH.
Experimental Conditions:
0.07 mM;

#,

■ , 0.03 mM;

0.14- mM;

[pyruvate]

[Dieldrin]

O » 0.04 mM.

= #

=

A,

= 1.3 mM;

[NADH]

, 0 mM; A

» 0.02 mM;

The reaction was run in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer at pH 7.5. at 25°.

5-

[DIELDRIN]

-i----- 1----- r
7

14
[S]*1 , m M-1

21

K j' = 0 . 0 3
r

i

•7

7

-5

[d i e l d r i n ]

x i o 2, mM

FIGURE m . 6

Figure III.7
The Effect of Mirex on LDH with Respect to NADH.
Experimental Conditions:

^Pyruvate]

0.05 mM; A

0.2 mM; # ,

, 0.10 mM; ■ ,

0 mM; ■ , 0.15 mM; A

. 0.0^ mM.

= 1.3 mM;
0-3 mM;

The reaction

[n AD hJ

=

O •

[jVIirex] =

# ,

was run in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer at pH 7.5» at 25°.

00

ro

7

7

I

-i

[m

ir e x

] x 10* mM

FIGURE m

7
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in buffer - e t h a n o l , or NADH and pesticide in buffer
ethanol was used to start the reaction.

Aliquots were

removed from the starting solution at 30-second inter
vals, and the "length of equilibration period" was
defined as the age of the NADH or NADH pesticide solu
tion at the time each aliquot was removed.

The "length

of equilibration period" was then plotted as the
abcissa versus initial velocity as the ordinate.
Figures III.8-11 show the results of the aging of
NADH-pesticide solution on the initial velocity of
reaction; Mirex, DDT, and dieldrin were again used as
structurally representative inhibitory compounds.
In the controls, where the reaction was started
with NADH in buffer or NADH in b u f f e r - e t h a n o l , a
horizontal profile was obtained.

When a non-insecti-

cidal, low inhibitory compound was used, a horizontal
profile was also the result

(Figure III.8).

However,

when NADH in the presence of Mirex, dieldrin, or DDT
was used
over the

(Figures III.9-11), initial velocity decreased
first 3-7 minutes

pesticide solution
tained.

until a

of the age of the NADHminimum velocity was o b 

This minimum velocity was maintained without

change as high as 20 minutes.
The
NADH and

fact that several

minutes of contact between

pesticide is required before the attainment

of final velocity indicates that an association of

Figure I I I .8
Time-Dependent Association with NADH:
Experimental Conditions:
0.7 mM,

and 1 unit of LDH,

jpyruvatej

]D-Chlorotoluene.
= 1.3 mMi

[ItADH] =

in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at

pH 7.5, at 25°.

03

mmoles mirf
VELOCITY,

0.2CONTROL

I

0.15▲ ▲

A

■

10 % ETHANOL

A p-CHLOROTOLUENE

0.1

(0.8 mM)
T

2

6

i —
10

"T—

14

AGE OF SOLUTION, min

FIGURE III .8

00
(T i

Figure III.9

Time-Dependent Association with NADH:
Experimental Conditions:

DDT.

[Pyruvate] = 1.3 mM;

[n ADh ]

0.7 mM, and 1 unit of LDH, in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
at pH 7.5, at 25°.

VELOCITY, mmoles

min

0 .4
•

•

•

•
x CONTROL

■
0 .3

•

■

■

1
■

■

■

■

v...

■

10% ETHANOL

0.2-

v
6

DOT, 0 .0 3 mM

10

14

AGE OF SOLUTION, min

FIGURE 3H . 9

CO
00

Figure III.10

Time-Dependent Association with NADH:
Experimental Conditions:
0.7 mM, and 1 unit of LDH,

[Pyruvate]

Dieldrin.
= 1.3 mM;

[n AD h ] =

in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at

pH 7.5, at 25°.

00

VO

VELOCITY,

mmoles

min"

0.14
CONTROL

0.12

0 . 10-

0.1

10% ETHANOL

■

Dl EL DR IN , 0 .0 6 mM

AGE OF SOLUTION, min

FIGURE UitL l O

VO
O

Figure III.11

Time-Dependent Association with NADH:
Experimental Conditions:

Mirex.

[Pyruvate] = 1.3 mM;

[NADH~J =

0.7 mM, and 1 unit of LDH, in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at
pH 7.5, at 25°.

VO

I—*

min
VELOCITY, mmoles

T

X

*
CONTROL

10 % ETHANOL

M IREX, 0 .0 9 mM

14

AGE OF SOLUTION, min

FIGURE HI. II

VO
to
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some sort between NADH and pesticide mus t occur before
maximum inhibition is reached.

B.

Effect of

14

C-Dieldrrn or

14

C-DDT Exposure on LD H of

Germinating Soybeans
For both DDT and dieldrin exposure, uptake was ca l 
culated as shown in Table III.5.

Results from both DDT

and dieldrin experiments were very similar, and results
from dieldrin experiments are used in Table III.5 for
illustration.

Although

14

C-activity was found in every

fraction of the final preparation for both compounds,

in

no fraction except the lipid layer was there activity
which could not be accounted for by contamination.

The

activity of LDH in supernatant at each exposure level was
determined, although pesticide content of the supernatant
was not significant or reproducible
possible from contamination).

(i.e., above levels

There was a drop in total

LDH activity/ml; however, after protein determination,
calculation of mmoles NADH consumed/min/mg protein showed
no significant change.

The decrease in LDH concentration

is dependent of the concentration of total protein.

One

change which was noted was a decrease in soluble protein
concentration

(i.e., from supernatant)

proportional to the

increase in exposure concentration of pesticide;

this is

shown in Figure III.12.
LDH from germinating soybeans consists of a single
isozyme,

= 0.85-0.95

(Barthova et a l ., 1973).

Table

Table I I I .5

Uptake of

1 h.

C-Dieldrin into Germinating Soybeans and Effect on LDH Activity

Uptake
Fraction

Whole

Lipid Layer

Supernatant

Homogenate
A.

Initial Soak

Final Soak

Solution

Solution

500 ml

480 ml

51*

50*

0 ppm

40 ml

3-47 g

35 ml

cpm/fraction

i «*
48

50*

49

dpm/fraction

53-3

55.6

54.4

56.6

55.6

43 ml

3.72 g

36 ml

500 ml

480 ml

cpm/fraction

5 .2xl05

7 .7x10*

1.4x10*

3 .2x10

2 .3xl06

dpm/fraction

6.5x10^

8 .8x10*

1 .8x 10*

3 -6x10*

2 .6xl06

jo incorporation

18

2.5

0.5

Volume or weight
of fraction

*

j> incorporation
B.

1 ppm
Volume or weight
of fraction

Table III.5 —

C.

continued

2.5 ppm
46 ml

3-14 g

35 ml

500 ml

480 ml

cpm/fraction

1.7x10

1.9x10-

3-9x10

1.7x10'

1.2xl07

dpm/fraction

2. 1x10*

2.1x10-

5. 2x10^

1.9x10'

1.3xl07

11

1.2

Volume or weight
of fraction

% incorporation

D.

0.27

5 ppm
Volume or weight

ml

47 ml

3-14 g

35 ml

5 0 0

cpm/fraction

2.4x10

3.5x10^

6.8x10

3 4x 107

2. 3xl07

dpm/fraction

3.0x10*

4.0x10^

8.9x10^

3.7xl07

2.9xl07

1.1

0.2

480 ml

of fraction

fo incorporation

8

.

These background values were subtracted from all succeeding values in the following
experiments with labeled pesticide.

Table III.5 —

II.

continued

Effect on LDH Activity

Exposure level,
ppm

LDH activity
(mM NADH/min/mg protein)

0

0.061

1

0.055

2.5

0.057

5

0.066

<T>
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Figure III . 12

Effect of Pesticide Exposure on Concentration
of Soluble Protein from Germinating Soybeans.
A

> DDT;

Dieldrin.

98

ppm

D ie ld r in

or DDT

II 12
FIGURE nr.
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III.6 shows that no change occurred in the isozyme pattern
of LDH from exposed soybeans.
From these facts, the following conclusions were
drawn:
(1)

A t the levels of pesticide tested, there is no

inhibition of LDH activity at the molecular level in the
system used.
the beans,

Due to the extremely low levels taken up by

there was no direct inhibition of enzyme by

pesticide.
(2)

The decrease in total LDH activity is directly

proportional to the drop in total protein concentration.
Therefore, the effect of pesticide
levels)

(at these exposure

occurs at the level of enzyme p r o d u c t i o n , e.g., at

the translational level.
Other than these simple and obvious conclusions, no
final decision about the effect of DDT and dieldrin at
low levels

(comparable to ambient)

on LD H from germinating

soybeans is possible from these data.

C.

Spectrophotometric Studies
Adenine and nicotinamide are the two components of

NADH which are involved in the enzymatic reaction, as
mentioned earlier in the Experimental Procedures
1970;

(Sund,

Schwert and Winer, 1970; Everse and Kaplan, 1973)

and which are most likely to complex or associate with the
pesticides under consideration

(Kosower, 1965; Rose, 1967).

Mixtures of adenine, nicotinamide, NADH, or NAD wit h DDT

100

Table III.6
Effects of DDT and Dieldrin Exposure on
Electrophoretic Determination of LDH
from Germinating Soybeans

A.

DDT
Exposure level,

Rf

ppm

B.

Relative amount
<f0

0

0.85

100

1

0.83

100

2.5

0.85

100

5

0.87

100

Dieldrin

0

0.85

100

1

0 .8^

100

2.5

0 .8^

100

5

0.87

100
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dieldrin, or Mirex were observed for both color changes
or changes in ultraviolet spectra.
1.

Visible studies
Mixtures

(1:1, stock solutions 2 mM) were ob

served for two weeks at room temperature.
change was observed in any combination.

No color
Scanning from

740-340 nm with a Beckman DB showed no change in
spectral profiles of any sample.

This indicates that

no formation of a charge-transfer complex occurred
since a change in or development of color is the most
definite indication of the formation of such a complex
(Kosower, 1965).
2.

Ultraviolet Studies
Figure III.13 shows typical UV scans

(400-240 nm)

for adenine, nicotinamide, NAD, and NADH.

The Cary 14

was used for these studies.

No major peak shifts or

any new spectral bands or changes in profile character
we r e observed in any case.

In the case of the

following mixtures, absorbance of the solution was
completely additive:

adenine in the presence of DDT,

dieldrin, or Mirex, and nicotinamide in the presence
of DDT, dieldrin, or Mirex.

However,

for the solu

tions listed in Table III.7, absorbance was not addi
tive but was quenched or enhanced at various pesti
cide:

NAD

(or NADH)

ratios.

The percentage enhance

m e n t or quenching was not the result of pipetting
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Figure I I I . 13

Typical UV Spectra of Adenine,
NAD, NADH, DDT,

Dieldrin,

Nicotinamide,

and Mirex.

The Cary 1^- was used for these experiments.
0.03^ mM; [Nicotinamide]
[NADH]

= 0.03^ mM;

0.013 mM; [Mirex]

= 0.13 mM;

[Adenine]

[n A d] = 0.03^- mM;

[d D t] = 0.013 mM; [Dieldrin]
= 0.017 mM.

=

Nucleotides and dinuc

leotides were in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.5;
pesticides were in buffer and J0%> ethanol.

=
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ABSORBANCE, OD UNITS

0.5*

••

0.4 -

A D E N IN E
--N IC O TIN A M ID E

0 .3/ ///
9

NAD

0.2*
DIELDRM

MIRE
D DT

240

280

320

WAVELENGTH, nm

FIGURE HI. 13

360

Table III.7

Effect of Pesticides on the UV Absorbance of NAD(H)

Mixture

Wavelength,
nm

Maximum quenching
*
or enhancement

Pesticide jNAD(H)

Dieldrin/NAD

260

+10 %

3 *1

Dieldrin/NADH

3^0

+10%

3*1

260

+10%

3*1

d d t /n a d

260

-1V%

^ 11

d d t /n a d h

3^0

-10%

3*1

260

-10%

3*1

Mirex/NAD

260

+ 10%

1 *1

Mirex/NADH

3^-0

+ 10%

1:1

260

+ 10%

1 *1

Calculated by (gp c a l c u l a t e d ^ x 100^ " 1005 ^
indicates enhancement.

indicates quenching and (+)
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error; this was calculated by pipetting various
amounts of NADH solution of known concentration into
a total volume of 3 ml buffer and calculating the
deviation from the expected absorbance.

Pipetting

error was + 5%.
The calculation of the ratio at whi c h m a x i m u m
quenching or enhancement occurs has been used in other
instances as a prediction of the approximate ratio in
which two compounds associate

(Rose, 1967).

In this

case, although the association ratios appear r e a s o n 
able

(see Table III.7) when the varying structures

of the three pesticides are considered, evidence is
indicative rather than conclusive and should be c o n 
sidered preliminary.
Quenching or enhancement of absorbance is probably
due to interference with base stacking in the d i 
nucleotide,

i.e.,

in the relative positions of the

adenine and nicotinamide moieties within the NAD or
NA D H molecule

(Sund,

1970).

This will be discussed

again in the next chapter.

D.

NMR Studies
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance studies were

attempted but could not be finished; NADH and pesticides
were not soluble in either

w a te r;

10% acetone, or water;

10% ethanol in the high concentrations necessary for
detection by the available instruments

(Jackson and
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Sternhell,

1969).

This was very unfortunate because in

this method the effect of pesticide on each hydrogen could
be observed, rather than an overall effect such is offered
by absorbance studies.

In the case of a weak molecular

association such a method is particularly desirable;

in

this case, where pesticide hydrogens and NADH hydrogens
have signals which do n ot interfere with one another
Experimental Procedures)

(see

the value is enhanced even more.
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DISCUSSION

The discussion is arranged around the following
topics:

survey of pesticide effects, other kinetic

studies,

in vivo experiments, and spectrophotometric

studies, presented approximately in that order.

Possible Significance of the Lo w

1

of Inhibitory Pes t i 

cides
In the Introduction it was mentioned that chlorinated
hydrocarbon pesticides and their residues are found in
every level of life, from plankton to man

(see Figure 1.1).

Although accumulation levels are low, the pesticides are
nevertheless present, and present a possible hazard to
the well-being,

if not the life, of the organisms which

are exposed to and accumulate them.

For example, in a

recent paper concerning the pesticides Mirex and Kepone,
we have compared observed accumulation levels from various
animal species to the inhibitory levels represented by the
K^' of Mirex and Kepone in the LDH system
Bowden,

1975).

(Hendrickson and

(Discussion of DDT and dieldrin toxicity

has been covered by ma n y experts, and excellent reviews
are available

(Fishbein,

1974; Edwards,

1970).

Table IV.1

shows typical accumulation levels of Mirex by various
species

(Hendrickson and Bowden,

1975).

The in vitro

inhibitory levels of the three model pesticides, Mirex,
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Table IV . 1

Accumulation of Mirex by Selected Species

Species

Application*

Tissue

Reference

Accumulated Level
T. pyriformis

Whole cell

0.9

g/l in seawater *

Cooley et a l . , 1972

50X after 7 days
Pink shrimp

Hepatopancreas

0,1 ppb in seawater*

Lowe et al., 1971

2.^ ppm (5 weeks)
Pink shrimp

Whole body

0.1 ppb in seawater*

Lowe et al., 1971

0.26 ppm (5 weeks)
Catfish

Liver

1 year after spray*

Collins et al., 1972

0.023-0.675 Ppm
Catfish

Adipose

1 year after spray*

Collins et a l . , 1972

0.105-0.138 ppm
Catfish

Skeletal muscle

1 year after spray*
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0.060-0.079 ppm

Collins et al., 1972

Table IV . 1 —

Goldfish

Liver

continued

1 ppm for 22k days:

Van Valen et al., 1968

0-1 .350 ppm
Goldfish

Muscle

1 ppm for 22k days:

Van Valen et al., 1968

20.8-232 ppm
Quail

Liver

1 year after spray:

Baetcke et al., 1973

0.013-0.295 PPm
Quail

Adipose

1 year after spray:

Baetcke £t al., 1973

0 .016-3 .1^8 ppm
Barred owl

Liver

1 year after spray:

Baetcke et al., 1973

^.072 ppm
Barred owl

Skeletal muscle

1 year after spray:

Baetcke et al., 1973

0 .93^ PPm
Meadowlark

Heart muscle

1 year after spray:

Baetcke et al., 1973

1.058-1.931
Brown deer

Adipose

1 year after spray:

Baetcke et al., 1973

0.0^5-0.305 ppm
Adipose

6 mg/kg orally:
2 7 .8% of dose

Mehendale et al., 1972
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Albino rat

Table IV.1 —

Albino rat

Muscle

6

3

Blue crab

Whole body

continued

Mehendale et al.,

mg/kg orally:
.2 $ of dose

28 days after ex
posure to ^.4
0

1973

-6

. 7

Lowe et al.,

1971

g:

ppm
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DDT, and dieldrin,

in both molar quantities and in ppm are

shown in Table IV.2.

It can be seen from a comparison of

these two tables and of Figure 1.1 that certain species
are able to accumulate pesticide residues in levels in
muscle tissue directly comparable to K^'
from muscle

levels for LDH

(e.g., typical levels of DDT in predatory

birds are 1.4-18 ppm
that possible harm,

(Fishbein,

1974)).

This indicates

in the form of a lowering of energy

production, could result from pesticide accumulation.
Detailed comparisons of accumulation levels and toxic
doses have been made for the more commonly used DDT,
eldrin, and their metabolites
1970).

di

(Fishbein, 1974; Edwards,

The case of Mirex is a special one, because it is

more biologically stable than either DDT or dieldrin
(Shapely, 1971);

it is not readily metabolized by animals

or plants but is excreted or stored
1972) , and has a ve r y high

(Mehendale et a l . ,

in mo s t organisms,

except

for grass-feeding ants, including its target orga n i s m the
fire ant, Solenopsis saevissima
1966).

(Shapely, 197; Echols,

It has been used in very large quantities and

carelessly distributed over fire ant infested areas w i t h 
out regard for other organisms in surrounding areas,

since

LD__ (lethal dose) is defined as the dosage of a toxic
50
substance which is fatal to 50% of a group of test
animals exposed to the compound, usually in ingestion
e x p e r iments.
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Table IV.2
Inhibitory Effects of DDT, Dieldrin,
and Mirex on LDH

A.

With respect to pyruvate

K i’

mM

B.

ppm

DDT

0.02

7.1

Dieldrin

0.03

11.^

Mirex

0.02

10.9

DDT

0.03

10.6

Dieldrin

0.03

11.^

Mirex

0.02

10.9

With respect to NADH
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its acute toxicity for other species is low.

Table IV.3

lists the toxic doses of Mirex for several species
(Hendrickson and Bowden, 1975).

No immediate har m to

exposed species was apparent, but it eventually became
clear that the problem did not lie in the acute toxic
effects of Mirex, but in the slow building up of a very
stable, lipophilic compound in the tissues of exposed
animals and in animals at higher tropic levels.

The

problem for Mirex is typical of the problems w i t h all
longlived pesticides, but is magnified by the extremely
long biological half-life of Mirex and by the extremely
low acute toxicity to most species.

Also,

the use of DDT

and dieldrin in crop protection w as under m u c h more
stringent control than the use of Mirex, because of the
relatively low oral toxicity of Mirex.
LD,-q DDT for albino rats is 113 mg/kg;
same species is 300 mg/kg

For example,
LD^gMirex for the

(Spencer, 1968) .

The major longterm problem wi t h all of these chemicals,
however, although differing in degree with the chemical
characteristics of each pesticide,

is the chronic lowering

of an organism's ability to maintain an efficient life
support system —

in this case, the ability to produce

metabolic energy by enzymatic inhibition of energyproducing systems.

This was first suggested by Gertig

et a l . (1970) and Khaikina et a l . (1970) , who observed
changes in serum LDH activity on exposure to chlorinated

Table IV.3
Toxicity of Mirex to Selected Species

Species

Level of Exposure

*

Effect
Reduced growth rate

Cooley et al., 1972

0.1-1.0 ppm

40-10095 mortality

Lowe _et al., 1971

5 ppb for 6 hr

26$ mortality at

Spenser, 1968; Ludke

T. •pvriformis

0.03 ppb*

Brown shrimp
Crayfish

*

10 days
Goldfish

Reference

1 ppm for 224 days

*

Gill and kidney

et al., 1971
Van Valen at al., 1968

lesions
Quail

300 ppm for 111 days

12$ mortality

Stickel, 1964

Albino rat

10 ppm for 60 days

100$ mortality

Ware and Good, 1967

Blue crab

4.4

Paralysis and death

Lowe et al., 1971

g per crab

Aquatic species (except crab) were exposed to Mirex in solution; for others, Mirex was
administered orally.
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pesticides and changes in LDH isozyme patterns after in
gestion of pesticides.

The latter observation has been

recently repeated by Abston and Y arbrough

(1974) who have

shown that Mirex ingestion by l aboratory rats lowers the
activities and isozyme patterns of hepatic LDH and glutamicoxaloacetic transaminse levels of the rat.

These results

indicate an effect prior to possible molecular interaction;
a translational or similar effect is indicated.
Summarizing the importance of the effects of chlori
nated pesticides on LDH revealed by this survey,

it can be

seen that the inhibitory ability of the chlorinated hydro
carbon pesticides in combination w i t h their ability to
accumulate in all types of tissue, constitutes a chronic
hazard to involved life forms, a wi d e range since all
levels of animal and plant life are involved.
Although a number of pesticidal compounds besides DDT,
dieldrin, and Mirex were tested and found inhibitory, none
had a K^'

significantly lower than the others which d is

tinguished it as more toxic.
order of magnitude.

All K^' were of the same

For that reason,

one compound

representative of each structural class was chosen for all
subsequent tests:

p,p'-DDT from the DDT-related insecti

cides, dieldrin from the cyclodienes,

and Mirex.

Interpretation of Kinetic Results
The reaction in which lactate dehydrogenase catalyzes
the reduction of pyruvate to lactate has been studied in
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depth, and its mechanism, shown in Figure I V .1, has been
described in detail
and Winer,

(Holbrook and Gutfreund, 1973; Schwert

1970; Sund, 1970; Everse and Kaplan,

1973).

This m e chanism forms the basis for our suggestions which
follow concerning the mode of inhibition of lactate d e 
hydrogenase by neuroactive polychlorinated hydrocarbons.
The standard definition of competitive inhibition
is the competition between an enzyme's natural substrate
A a n d 1 an inhibitor A* for the active site of that enzyme.
A* is usually a structural analog of the natural substrate
(Mahler and Cordes,

1971).

However, this is not the only

reason for competitive inhibition.

Since the inhibitory

compounds under consideration have no immediately apparent
structural resemblance to pyruvate or to NADH, it
appears that some alternate m e c h a n i s m is employed, rather
than direct competition.

One such mechanism involves

complexation or other association

(or actual reaction)

the inhibitor wi t h the substrate or coenzyme.

of

Figure IV . 2

illustrates this case for lactate dehydrogenase.
Based on the preceding mechanisms

(Figures IV.1 and

IV.2) on the results of our kinetic determinations
(Figures III.2-III.il), we would like to propose a m e c h 
anism consistent wi t h our results for the reversible in
hibition of lactic acid dehydrogenase by chlorinated
hydrocarbon pesticides at low concentrations

(less than

0.05 m M ) ; this mechanis m is shown in Figure IV.3.
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Figure IV.1
The Mechanism of Lactate Acid Dehydrogenase!
The Conversion of Pyruvate to Lactate.
An Ordered Sequential BiBi Mechanism

pyruvate

E-NADH + H+

E-NADH + H 1
pyruvate

NADH + H
Enzyme

h

(E)

(
NAD
.+
E-NAD

E-NAD
\
lactate
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Figure IV.2
Mechanisms of Competitive Inhibition in the LDH Reactiont
The Association of Inhibitor with Coenzyme or Substrate

A.

I
pyruvate ^

^

Enzyme-NADH
^pyruvate-1

^

S.— —

etc.

t
*

B.

I
NADH _

S l^ T NADH-I

Enzyme
etc.

I

The reaction at the points indicated (->) is impaired
by the association of inhibitor with the substrate

in A or

the coenzyme in B by complexation or reaction of some part.
I and I* are structural analogs of pyruvate and NADH
respectively.
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Figure IV.3
The Postulated Association of Neuroactive Polychlorinated
Hydrocarbons with NADH in the LDH Reaction

A.

chlorinated
hydrocarbon (CHC)
NADH

^

Enzyme (E)
NADH.^"".-— E-NADH ^

^

eszsi

o

CHC

a

■ - etc

B.
Enzyme-NA D H

^

CHC

r
pyruvate

E-NADH _

1"'~±: etc .

\ CHC
'pyruvate

At the point indicated by a in A, the association of
pesticide with NADH (represented byiszsa) hinders complexation of enzyme with NADH.

At the point indicated by b in

B, the reaction of pyruvate and the Enzyme-NADH complex to
form the ternary complex would be hindered by the association
of pesticide with NADH.
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Although complexation of protein and pesticide has
been predicted by several groups

(Wilson et a l ., 1971;

Matsumara and O'Brien, 1966) , it can not be determined at
this point in our studies whether association of pesticide
with the enzyme molecule itself, other than at the active
site,

is also a part of this postulated "attraction com

plex," i.e., whether after association and "complexation"
of pesticide and NADH, pesticide binding to protein also
occurs,

forming a three-part complex of enzyme, NADH, and

pesticide, each associated with the other two.
protein-hydrocarbon binding,

However,

if it did occur, .would not

interfere with the competitive inhibition suggested unless
the binding caused some major change in protein conforma
tion.

In the diagram in Figure IV.3, competitive inhibi

tion at point "a" is due to interference of hydrocarbon
with the availability of coenzyme; at point "b" competi
tive inhibition is caused by pesticide blocking of the
active site for pyruvate whi c h is formed by the enzymeNADH complex.

Our results

(Figures III.2-III.7)

show

competitive inhibition at both the point of interference
with NADH and interference with pyruvate binding,

in full

agreement with our proposed mechanism.

Feasibility of the Suggested "Complex"
Because of the high stability of the chlorinated
pesticides under the conditions of our experiments
(Spencer,

1968) , any reaction resulting in a covalent bond
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is extremely unlikely.

The most reasonable suggestions

include formation of a charge-transfer complex or of a
weaker molecular association.
Many organic compounds which contain nitrogen can act
as electron donors in the formation of charge transfercomplexes;

for example, aliphatic amines, pyridine,

piperidine, and hexamethylenetetramine can serve as such
donors

(Andrews and Keefer, 1971).

The nicotinamide ring

of NADH, a pyridine analog, readily forms charge-transfer
complexes with halogens

(Kosower, 1965).

The formation

of an expected complex with a m o nohalogen acceptor,
example, can often

(but not always)

spectrophotometrically

(Rose, 1967).

for

be easily followed
In the case of

complex molecules such as these pesticides,

steric effects

would probably play a large part in hindering or altering
the nature of expected complex formation;

the tendency

to associate would result in a weak "association" or
"attraction complex".

Studies where the coenzyme exists

as the pyridinium ion or NAD+ would probably be helpful
in determining the extent of association of the two
compounds,

since the pyridinium ion more readily enters

into such complexes than does the reduced form
1965) .

(Kosower,

It is interesting to consider at this point the

consequences of association of NAD+ and inhibitor in the
case of the

isozyme of lactate dehydrogenase.

form is found in heart muscle and catalyses the

The
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transformation of lactate to pyruvate.

In this case, the

coenzyme is already in the pyridinium or oxidized form,
and if the preceding speculations hold true, the enzyme
m

+
this form would be even more susceptible to NAD -

inhibitor complexation effects than the

isozyme.

The adenine portion of NADH cannot be ignored in a
consideration of an association of this type; a donor
molecule with more than one available coordination site
can associate wi t h more than one halogen molecule, and the
aromatic heterocyclic nitrogen rings of adenine also
appear to be suitable donors.

However,

interference in

the nicotinamide region would certainly result in a change
in the initial velocity,

since it is that loss/acceptance

of hydrogens by the nicotinamide moiety whi c h is the actual
contribution of NADH to the enzymatic reaction, but an
adenine-pesticide complex as part of the inhibitory
process cannot be ruled out.
Several recent papers have introduced yet another
point of view into our speculations concerning this
mechanism.

It has been observed that certain substituted

aromatic compounds are competitive inhibitors of several N N >
linked

dehydrogenases wit h respect to the coenzyme.

These compounds include salicylic acid
1968; Dawkins et a l . , 1967),
sulfonate

(ANS)

Lu and Anderson,

(Anderson,

8

(Grisolia et a l .,

-anilino-l-naphthalene

1971; Nagradova et a l ., 1972;

1973), and 2,6-toluidino-l-naphthalene

sulfonate

(TNS)

(Mani et a l . , 1971; Dornand et a l ., 1971).

These compounds are shown in Figure IV.4; they all posses
aromatic ring systems with negative charge (s) attached to
the ring systems.

Einarsson et a l . (1974), using X-ray

cystallographic methods, have recently studied the binding
of salicylic acid and its analog 5-iodosalicylic acid to
liver alcohol dehydrogenase; they have shown that ANS and
salicylic acid compete for the same binding site on the
enzyme.

This binding site has been identified as the

hydrophobic binding pocket in which the adenosine moiety
of NADH binds during formation of the E-NADH complex
Figure IV.5).

(see

Studies by several groups have shown that

different dehydrogenases which use pyridine dinucleotide
coenzymes have a number of structural similarities
(Branden et a l . , 1973; Buehner et a l . , 1973; Ohlsson et
a l . , 1974).

Briefly, the subunits of dehydrogenase

molecules are divided into two separate regions.

Those

regions binding the coenzyme are similar in their
structures and mode of coenzyme binding
1974).

(Ohlsson et a l .,

The regions binding substrate vary for substrate

structure and specificity; these are generally very
different from molecule to molecule.

The reactive parts

of the coenzyme and substrate molecules are brought to
gether after binding in the active site cleft which
separates the two domains and where catalysis occurs.
The arrangement of the polypeptide chains within the

Figure IV. 4

Competitive Inhibitors of LDH with Respect to NADH
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SALICYLIC

OH

OH

co2h

co 2h

ACID

5 -IO D O S A L IC Y L IC

8 -AN ILINO - NAPHTHALENE
SULFONATE

(ANS)

2,6-TOLUIDINO-l-NAPHTHALENE
SULFONATE
(T N S )

FIGURE 12.4

ACID

DDT

Cl
DIELDRIN

CJ2

M IREX

FIGURE EZ.4 (cont.)
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regions binding the coenzyme are similar, consisting of
six strands of parallel pleated sheet and four helices
arranged in precise order.

Also,

appear to be precisely homologous,

the residues involved
in both the region of

the pleated sheets as well as the general binding site.
As a result, the binding of the coenzyme molecule and the
subsequent conformation of the bound dinucleotide are very
similar in all dehydrogenases examined.

The adenosine

moiety is bound in a hydrophobic pocket at the carboxyl
ends of the pleated sheet regions.

There are several in

variant residues among the residues lining this pocket;
one of the most important is Asp-53 in lactic dehydrogenase
(Asp-223 in liver alcohol dehydrogenase, and Asp-32 in
glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase)

which forms hydro

gen bonds to the hydroxyls of the adenine ribose.

The

hydroxyl group of salicylic acid forms a hydrogen bond to
this Asp in the same manner as the ribose.

Salicylic

acid binds to the hydrophobic pocket in exactly the same
manner as adenosine in those regions which are structurally
invariant and necessary for proper coenzyme binding.
Figure IV.5 shows the manner in which adenosine and
salicylic acid bind, and a proposed binding for DDT.
Kinases also utilize an adenosine-containing c o 
enzyme —

ATP.

Phosphoglycerate kinase has an ATP-

binding domain which is very similar to the NAD-binding
regions of dehydrogenases.

The ATP molecule binds to the
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■Figure IV.5'
The Adenosine-Binding Pocket of LDH:

Binding

of Adenine, Salicylic Acid, and DDT.
The sketch of the enzyme pocket is adapted from
Adams et al. (1973)* the mode of binding of sali
cylic acid is described by Einarsson et al. (197*0*
The mode of binding of DDT is speculative.

In the

parts A and B, "B" is equivalent to a basic amino
acid residue such as arginine.
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A. BINDING IN THE LDH=NADH-PYRUVATE
COMPLEX

B. BINDING OF SALICYLIC ACID TO LDH

FIGURE IS:. 5

BINDING OF

DDT TO LDH

FIGURE 13T.5 (cont.)
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kinase in the same orientation as the NAD molecule binds
to dehydrogenases

(Blake and Evans, 1974).

The suggestion

has been made that enzymes which utilize adenosinecontaining coenzymes such as NAD(P), FAD, ATP, ADP, and
coenzyme A might have a coenzyme binding domain for
adenosine binding similar to that found in dehydrogenases
and kinases.
The structures of the inhibitory pesticides are also
shown in Figure IV.4.

It has already been mentioned that

salicylic acid binds to dehydrogenases in a manner similar
to adenosine in the invariant regions of the enzymes.

The

structural similarities between salicylic acid and its
iodo-analog and DDT are obvious

(Figure IV.4).

It can

easily be imagined that DDT binds to the enzyme in the
same manner as the other competitive inhibitors shown.
Although no such obvious similarity can be noted for either
dieldrin or Mirex, the pocket is large enough to accomo
date these also,

from extrapolation of the fact that ANS

and TNS are both bound by the hydrophobic region.
The significance of these facts will be discussed
later in more detail.

Non-Kinetic Studies
The kinetic method,
inhibition effects

which we employed for determining

(effect of addition of a compound on

initial velocity of enzymatic reaction)

is a variation on

a standard kinetic procedure for determination of complex
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formation in which inhibition of a reaction is the result
of complex formation of reactant and inhibitor

(Rose, 1967).

Other methods used in determining existence and properties
of complexes and molecular associations include optical
methods

(UV and visible;

IR and Raman; and ORD and polari-

m e t r y ) , diffraction, resonance
ment of dipole moments

(ESR and N M R ) , and m e a s u r e 

(Rose, 1967).

We chose two optical

methods, UV and visible spectroscopy, and a resonance
method, proton NMR, to further investigate the nature of
our postulated association complex.
As discussed in the Results section, no positive
proof for the existence of the association complex was
obtained by those methods.
was most unfortunate,

The failure of the NMR method

since by this method the effect of

pesticide on each hydrogen of NADH could be observed,
rather than the overall absorbance effect of UV spectro
scopy, without interference by signals of pesticide hydro
gens, which by reason of the halogen content of the
pesticides are shifted downfield
1969).

(Jackson and Sternhell,

In the case of Mirex and Kepone, which contain no

hydrogens, analysis would be made even simpler.

Further

work with this method using spherical rather than cylindri
cal cells and the appropriate detector would probably be
more informative than the UV results which were obtained.
Our results rule out an association or complex forma
tion of adenine or nicotinamide wi t h halogenated hydro
carbon.

However,

the absorbance of both oxidized and
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reduced dinucleotide is altered by the presence of pesti
cide, suggesting some interference of pesticide wit h NAD(H)
conformation in solution.
Although none of our experiments yielded proof towards
the existence and nature of the postulated "association
c o mplex", this does not disprove the existence of the
complex.

Negative results do not disprove, but only fail

to substantiate

(Kosower, 1965).

A complex ma y exist

undetectable by any physical means and give evidence of
its presence only by the effects of complex formation on
a system.
Summary:

Implications of the Investigation

It was mentioned in the Results chapter that the
quenching/enhancement of pyridine dinucleotide absorbance
by pesticides was probably due to the interference of
pesticide with the stacking of the adenine and nicotinamide
moieties.

For the coenzyme to be accepted by the enzyme

for Enzyme-NADH complex formation,
present in a certain configuration.
enzymes accept only the a or

3

the coenzyme must be
For example, certain

form of NADH,

shown in

Figure IV. 6 ; this figure also shows the base stacking and
other features of the NAD and NADH molecules in solution.
The configurations in solution of the different forms
of pyridine dinucleotides
studied in some detail.
1970).

(NAD(H), FAD(H))

have been

(For a complete review, see Sund,

Interference with NADH conformation can lead to

interference of enzymatic activity.

DDT by virtue of its
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Figure IV .6
Considerations of NADH Structure!
a and

Ring Stacking,

3 Conformations, and Postulated

Associations of NADH with DDT, Dieldrin, and Mirex.
A.

Ring stacking (Sund, 1970) differs in the oxidized
and reduced forms of the dinucleotide.

B.

a and 3 conformations (Sund, 1970) in both NAD and
NADH differ from one another in the twisting of the
ribose-phosphate-phosphate-ribose chain and in the
conformation of the ribose moieties.

C.

The modes of association of pesticide and NADH are
speculative.

In these sketches, DDT associates with

NADH because of its aromatic structure.

For dieldrin

and Mirex, a chlorine (or chlorines) acts as a mole
cular wedge with electronegative character.
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A. RING STACKING IN NAD(H)
/—

NAD

B. a
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j3

N

NADH

CONFORMATIONS OF NAD

FIGURE H . 6
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POSTULATED PESTICIDE: NADH
INTERACTIONS
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z
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NADH: DDT
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CI2
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aromatic hydrophobic structure appears particularly well
suited for intercalation with the stacked bases of NADH
(Figure IV.6).
Several sketches of hypothetical associations of NADH
with dieldrin and Mirex are also shown in Figure IV. 6;
however, these compounds do not lend themselves as readily
to this explanation as does DDT.

Because of these

structural difficulties, and a lack of evidence for a
strong association between NADH and pesticide, we have
revised our original postulation for the inhibition of
LDH by these compounds

(Figure IV.3).

is shown in Figure IV.7.

The modification

Whereas the original proposal

for the inhibition was based solely on our enzyme inhibi
tion studies,
(1)

the revised scheme takes into consideration

the binding phenomena at the hydrophobic pocket

of the dehydrogenase
(2)

(Einarsson et a l . , 1974), and

the time-dependent associations of NADH and

pesticide observed by us.

We did not feel that these

could be discarded, and form the basis for the inclusion
in the mechanism that NADH-pesticide association does
occur.
After review and consideration of the literature and
further experimentation, we are able to make several state
ments concerning the inhibitory effects of chlorinated
hydrocarbons on LDH.

First, no conclusive evidence was

reached through our studies with germinating soybeans;
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Figure IV.7
The Mechanism of Inhibition of LDH by Neuroactive
Polychlorinated Hydrocarbonst

Binding at the Active

Site and Possible Association with NADH.
Two kinds of interference with NADH utilization
combine to give one overall inhibitory effect.

NORMAL
COMPLEX

NADH
N

cei3

V

/^ c .

C I3CX

LDH
N A D H ^J
HINDERED
REACTION

HINDERED
REACTION

* INHIBITION*

FIGURE T5E. 7
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however, we can state that DDT and dieldrin exposure cause
a non-specific lowering of LDH activity,

i.e., the d e 

pression is through a generalized suppression of protein
production.

This inhibition at the level of enzyme

production is probably

(at least in part)

the reason

behind the in vivo lowering of LDH activity and change in
isozyme patterns of LDH caused b y ingestion of pesticide
in rats observed by Khaikina et a l ., (1970), and by Abston
and Yarbrough

(1974).

However, we have proposed a mechanism for in vitro
inhibition

(Figure IV.7) which includes a consideration of

both our kinetic results and results of other investiga
tions.

The in vivo inhibition at the level of energy

production occurs upon ingestion of large amounts of
pesticide

(up to 100 ppm per d a y ) ; the enzymatic inhibi

tion occurs in the presence of low
cide.

(mM) levels of pesti*-

The two effects appear to be non-related; however,

occurrence of in vivo

(ingestion)

inhibition does not

exclude operation of the in vitro type in the animal but
possibly masks it.

The two types of inhibition may occur

simultaneously in affected organisms.
The final conclusion of this discussion involves the
actual mechanism of toxicity of chlorinated hydrocarbon
pesticides.

In order to simplify the discussion and

because of the structural similarity of DDT to salicylic
acid and other aromatic competitive inhibitors of
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dehydrogenases, DDT will be used as an example.

However,

as already mentioned, the same conclusions apply to the
other pesticides under discussion
Corbett

(Figures IV.6 and IV.7).

(1974) gives a review of nerve membrane

physiology and the effects of various pesticides on nervous
function.

Interference with nerve function can occur at

either the point of transmission of nervous impulse at the
synapse or along the axon of the nerve cell.
cides,

Many insecti

including the organophosphorus compounds, exert

their effect at the synaptic junction.

The point of

action of the chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides is not
known, but it is thought to be on the axon membrane it
self.

Figure IV.8 diagrams the events of impulse trans

mission.

A nerve impulse passes down the axon of a nerve

cell as a result of a series of sequential changes in
permeability of the axon membrane to sodium and potassium
ions.

Under resting condition

(no impulse transmission)

the electrical potential inside the membrane is negative
with respect to the outside, and the sodium ion concentra
tion inside the cell is also low.

The potassium ion

concentration relative to the outer milieu is high.

The

impulse is a wave of changing polarity of the axon, and
at the crest the polarity of the membrane is completely
reversed, so that the potential is positive on the inside.
The "wave" is caused by
that N a + comes in and

(1) the "sodium gate" opening so

(2) the "potassium gate" opening so

Figure I V .8

Physiological Events Associated with Transmission of the
Nervous Impulse Alo n g the Axon
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that K+ goes out.

After the impulse has passed, N a + must

be pumped out and K + pumped in to restore resting condi
tions. This is thought to be carried out by a single "pump"
possibly an ATPase which ejects N a + and takes in K+ —

+ +
the "Na /K exchange p u m p " .

There are two kinds of m o v e 

ment: fast downhill flux by "channels", and slower uphill
movement by "pumps".

The nature of both channels and

pumps was for many years unknown;

the components of the

sodium pump have lately been described by Jorgensen
As mentioned earlier

(Table 1.2), Byczkowski

(1974).

(1973)

has reported the inhibition by DDT and selected metabolites
of a number of other NAD-linked enzymes,
dehydrogenase, glutamate dehydrogenase,

including NADH
3-hydroxybutyrate

dehydrogenase, and succinate dehydrogenase

(from rat liver

mitochondria), and in purified glutamate dehydrogenase.
However, they could offer no mechanism for the inhibition.
Plapp

(1970), in a good example of negative proof,

has reported not the lowering of LDH activity but an
increase in activity of the enzymes of the pentose shunt
in DDT- and dieldrin-resistant houseflies.

This observa

tion indicates that exposure to DDT and dieldrin cause
some block in the glycolytic pathway, which is then
compensated for by an increase in pentose shunt activity.
In insects which possess no mechanisms for pesticide
detoxication as do higher species which can metabolize
most pesticides, some mechanism is necessary to circumvent
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adverse effects.

In this case the circumvention takes

the form of a reaction to some blocked glycolytic re 
action (s), possibly LDH, as indicated by our results and
the results of Khaikina et a l . (1970) and of Abston and
Yarbrough

(1974) which show that exposure of mammals to

polychlorinated pesticides cause a decrease in LDH
activity and change in LDH isozyme patterns.
More recently, Einarsson et a l . (1974) have reported
the inhibition of NADH in the NAD-dependent liver alcohol
dehydrogenase by salicylic acid.

(The structure of

salicylic acid and several other competitive inhibitors
of dehydrogenases are shown in Figure IV.4.)

They have

shown that this NADH inhibition is due to the binding of
salicylic acid, or other structurally similar molecules,
within the hydrophobic adenosine-binding pocket of the
enzyme.

This pocket is a common structural feature of

several NAD-linked dehydrogenase including lactic acid
dehydrogenase

(Adams et a l . , 1973), malate dehydrogenase

Branden et a l . , 1973;

liver alcohol dehydrogenase

(Webb

et a l ., 1973), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(Buehner et a l ., 1973), all of which exhibit similar
structural characteristics for NAD(H) binding
et a l ., 1974).

(Ohlsson

It is also thought that other enzymes

which utilize coenzymes possessing an adenosine moiety —
F A D ( H 2 >, ATP, ADP, CoA, etc. —

have an adenosine-binding

pocket similar in nature to those of the dehydrogenases
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(Blake and Evans,

1974).

Recent evidence indicates

phosphoglycerate kinase binds the adenosine portion of
NADH

(Blake and Evans, 1974).
The structures of the inhibitory compounds under

discussion are shown in Figure IV.4, as well as several
other molecules which are known to compete with NADH in
many dehydrogenases.

These compounds have in common

aromatic skeletons and substituents capable of partici
pating in hydrogen or charge-charge bonding.

The d e 

hydrogenases also bind the bulky compounds ANS and TNS
(see Figure

IV.4) in the same region as salicylic acid

(Einarsson et a l . , 1974);

it becomes obvious by extrapola

tion the adenosine-binding pocket is well suited to bind
the DDT molecule or other similar chlorinated hydrocarbons.
Based on the data presented above we suggest that the
competitive inhibition of LDH with respect to NADH by DDT
is due to the binding of the DDT molecule by the adenosinebinding pocket characteristic of dehydrogenases.
The actual toxic effect of DDT, discussed comprehen
sively by Corbett

(1974), is thought to be due to inter

ference with nerve membrane function, rather than with
synaptic function.

DDT is known to cross the "blood brain

barrier" and is therefore able to enter the central
nervous system,

and has rapid access to both peripheral

nerves and to the central nervous system
Dale et a l . , 1963).

(Corbett, 1974;

Because of this crossing DDT is thus
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able to exert a rapid toxic effect on the nervous system
via interference with some phase of nerve membrane func
tion.
To date the specific molecular mechanism for DDT
toxicity has not yet been elucidated.

Based on our data,

on the papers discussed above, and on our extensive
spectrophotometric studies of pesticide-NAD interactions,
we would like to suggest, as a possible mechanism for DDT
toxicity, that DDT binds to nerve membranes within the
adenosine-binding pocket of the various membrane-bound
enzymes or control sites which are necessary for normal
nerve function and which utilize or bind adenosinecontaining compounds,

including NAD(H), NADP(H), FAD(H),

ATP, ADP, CoA, and cyclic AMP

(see Figure IV.9).

Several

examples from the literature are in keeping with this
hypothesis.

Batterton et a l . (1972) demonstrated a

change in NaCl tolerance
K +-dependent ATPase)
to DDT.
Patil

(i.e., possible effect on Na+ ,

by blue-green marine algae exposed

In a more relevant example, Matsumara and

(1969) have isolated an ATPase from rat brain which

is inhibited by DDT at micromolar levels, comparable to
actual levels found in the brain after DDT poisoning.
addition,

In

they found that the inhibitory effect of DDT

and several of its analogs on the isolated ATPase was
directly correlatable to the actual insecticidal activity
of the DDT compounds on mosquito larvae.

Figure IV.9

A Postulated. Mechanism for the in vivo Toxicity
of Neuroactive Polychlorinated Hydrocarbons.
The toxic effects of these compounds on (A) all mem
branes and (B) axon membranes as postulated may
chronically impair function of many membrane-bound
enzymes; interference with axon membrane and resultant
disruption of ion balance may be the cause of the
acute lethal effect of these neuropoisons.
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Our results from a series of structural analogs of
DDT on lactic acid dehydrogenase have shown that the
inhibitory effect is dependent upon the structural
skeleton, and is also correlatable to the in vivo toxi
city.

The actual correlation coefficient between structure

and inhibition

(or toxicity)

is dependent on the specific

enzyme under consideration and the specific system or test
animal used

(Holan and Spurling, 1974; Fahmy et a l . ,

1973).
This hypothesis offers a reasonable explanation for
the general biochemical effect of DDT on selected enzymes
and all membranes as well as the specific toxic effect on
nerve membrane as was previously suggested by Holan

(1969).

This same proposal may also hold for the biochemical
effect of other polychlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides.
Several researchers besides Matsumara and Patil

(1969)

have suggested complexation of pesticide to nerve membrane
and subsequent inhibition or stimulation of unidentified
membrane enzymes, or other proteins or lipoproteins.
Experiments which illustrate the ability of DDT to form
stable complexes with selected compounds have been carried
out

(Ross and Biros,

1970; Haque et a l . , 1969; Wilson et

a l . , 1971; Matsumara and O'Brien, 1966); however, no
positive correlation of complex formation to the presence
of any specific protein or other membrane component has
been possible.
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The effect of biologically long-lived chlorinated
hydrocarbon pesticides at the subcellular level is a
relatively new consideration in both pesticide research
and in enzymological studies.
which has been presented,

However,

from the evidence

it is likely to become a point

of growing interest for workers in both fields.

Research

is now underway in our laboratory, with other adenosinerelated enzymes, to determine more about the specific
mechanism(s)

of the suggested inhibitory binding and the

relationships between pesticide structure, enzyme inhibi
tion, and actual toxicity.
In summary, we observed the inhibition of LDH in
vitro by neuroactive polychlorinated hydrocarbons.
vestigation of this inhibition,

In

including kinetic methods,

insecticide analogs, spectrophotometric and uptake studies,
has shown that the presence of these persistent pesticides
in the environment may be a danger to all exposed
species, not only in acutely lethal doses but as a
chronic danger.

We have postulated a mechanism for the

in vitro inhibition of dehydrogenases by these compounds
and have tried to see where this inhibition actually fits
in the question of pesticide toxicity.

Figure IV.10

briefly summarizes our postulations and speculations
from this dissertation.
Obviously, much remains to be done in order to prove
or disprove these proposals.

Many different enzymes and

Figure IV.10
The Possible Implications of the Inhibition of LDH by
Insecticidal Polychlorinated Hydrocarbons

Effects
DDT binding in the Adeno

Competitive inhibition and

sine-binding (A) pocket
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activity

coenzymes

DDT binding within the A

Disruption of ATPase

Acute lethal effects at the

pocket of ATPases of nerve

activity and thus of ner v e

membrane
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adenosine-containing co
enzymes (Fig. IV.9A)

(Fig. IV.9B)

^ gross physiological level resulting from toxic dosages of
pesticides
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pesticides will be observed both in vivo and in vitro
before the final answer is reached.

We hope that our

researches, when this answer is known, will prove to have
served a useful purpose in the attainment of that kno w 
ledge .
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Appendix I

Figure A.l
Degradative Pathways of DDT in the Environment:
The Metabolites of DDT.
The reactions causing DDT breakdown are enzyme
catalyzed in animals after ingestion and storage;
in the environment, sunlight is a converting catalyst
via free radical reactions (Edwards, 1970; Fishbein,
197*0-
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Appendix II

Figure A.2

Standard Curve for Biuret Protein Determination

These determinations were made using bovine serum
albumin and a Klett colorimeter with a 5^0 nm filter.
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